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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The W.H. Case and H.H. Draper photography studios opened in 1898, in a small tent in Skagway, Alaska. The partners later moved their business to a two-story building on Broadway near 4th Avenue, where they also sold curios, photographic supplies, Alaska Native handicrafts and game specimens. By 1907, the partnership between Case and Draper had been mutually dissolved; Draper kept the Skagway shop while Case opened a new store in Juneau (Alaska).

Herbert Horace Draper was born on July 5, 1855, in Rockford, Illinois. At the age of 19, his family moved from Michigan to Oregon. Draper worked as a commercial agent in Bellingham, Washington, and Astoria, Oregon, before following the 1898 Gold Rush to Skagway. After establishing a business with Case, Draper married a local school teacher named Harriet and became an active member of the community. Upon his death in 1913, Skagway mourned his passing by closing all businesses for the day. The Draper photo studio was purchased by the Keller Brothers Drug Company of Skagway.

William Howard Case was born April 19, 1868, in Marshalltown, Iowa, and lived most of his life in South Dakota and Oregon. He went to the Klondike during the 1898 Gold Rush and secured several claims in Atlin, before establishing his business in Skagway. Case moved to Juneau in 1907, where he operated the Case photo studios. He had three children; Howard, Alice and Madge (Madge married Hugh Wade, Secretary of the Territory of Alaska from 1959-1966). Case was active in the Juneau community as a Mason and Shriner. He died there suddenly on July 16, 1920. His studio was reopened after his death by E. C. Adams.
SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

Case and Draper were best known for their portraits and photographs of the life and customs of the Tlingit Indians, early Skagway, and the Gold Rush of 1898. Their views were reproduced in a variety of Alaskan books, including The Soapy Smith Tragedy, and on postcards and White Pass & Yukon Railway souvenir playing cards. Collection includes views of southeast Alaska, portraits, and Tlingit Indians, 1898-1920.

PROCESSING NOTE

Views 1223, 1224, 1225 were printed from negatives which were added from backlog in Sept 2007 with no provenance.

Five glass plate copy negatives, 13” x 16” were added from backlog with no provenance. The negatives were foldered and stored in OS vault.

In the mid-1980s, the Alaska State Library received a grant from the Alaska Historical Commission to microfiche nearly 8,000 photographs from various collections. A book of the microfiche, which includes PCA 39, is in the Historical Collections Research Center for use by researchers.

INVENTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHS

To view on microfiche please see A Guide to Historical Photographs in the Alaska State Library located in the Research Center reading room (Photofiche Vol.1, white binder).

Box 1: #1-688

VOLUME 1

1.  Kaw-Claa - Thlinget native woman in full potlatch dancing costume [costume]. Copyright 1906 [upper torso view; same as #42, 163]. Case & Draper (no. 7-N)

2.  Chilkat maiden, copyright 1906 [upper torso view of bare-breasted woman draped in Chilkat blanket with horn headdress; same as #167]. Case & Draper (no. 37-N)

3.  Street scene at Valdes (sic), Alaska [in snow]. Case & Draper (no. 84)

4.  Street scene, Seward, Alaska. Copyright 1906. Case & Draper (no. 62)


7.  U.S. Mecantile (sic) Co., Sunrise, Alaska [ four men on porch]. Case & Draper (no. 70)
8. Kla-Claa and Prince Stene-Tu. Copyright 1906 [same as #9 but slightly cropped]. Case & Draper (no. 2442)
9. Kla-Claa and Prince Stene-tu [in native dress; boy holding decorated paddle and woman holding totemic crescent. Studio view, similar to #132].
10. Stene-tu and Kaw-Claa. Two Thlinget Women in Chilkat-Blanket's [sic]. Copyright 1906 [full length studio view; same as #128, 781]. Case & Draper
11. Klen-Nah-Gah, Yakutat Native in full potlatch costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [upper torso studio view]. Case & Draper
12. Chief Cow-Dik-Ney in full potlatch dancing costume [costume]. Copyright 1906 [upper torso studio view; holding decorated paddle over right shoulder; same as #23]. Case & Draper
13. Cow-Dik-Ney, a Chimsyan native in full potlatch-dancing costume [costume]. Copyright 1906 [full-length studio portrait, holding totemic crescent; same as #24]. Case & Draper
14. Thlinget beauty. Copyright 1906 [woman in beaded shirt and headdress; upper torso studio portrait, similar to #142]. Case & Draper
15. Killisnoo natives arriving at Sitka to attend potlatch. Copyright Dec. 23, 1904 [a row of Indian canoes flying American flags; see also #414]. Case & Draper (no. 23-N)
16. Dah-Clet-Jah, Yakutat native in dancing costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [upper torso portrait of young man looking left]. Case & Draper (no. 130-N) over-exposed right corner
17. Dah-Clet-Jah. A Yakutat Native. Copyright 1906 [side view, similar to #16]. Case & Draper (no. 36-N)
18. Indian Witch Doctor (or Shaman) healing a sick woman. Copyright 1906 [man leaning over prone woman. Chilkat blanket at right. Same as #41]. damaged negative
20. Main Street of Fairbanks, Alaska. (?) 1904 [Alaska Restaurant at right]. damaged negative
21. Kaw-Claa, native girl from Chilkat. Copyright 1906 [full-length portrait of woman wearing Chilkat blanket & potlatch hat; same as #451]. Case & Draper (no. 2447; c. 2, no. 45-N)
22. Witch doctor preparing to heal the sick . Copyright 1906 [man kneeling before small totem in studio]. Case & Draper (no. 109-N)
23. Chief Cow-Dik-Ney in full potlatch dancing costume. Copyright 1906 [same view as #12]. Case & Draper (no. 47-N)
24. Cow-Dik-Ney, a Chimsyan native in full potlatch-dancing costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [same view as #13]. Case & Draper (no. 77-N)
25. Thlinget natives in potlatch dancing costumes (sic). Copyright 1906 [man and woman holding totemic crescent; upper torso studio view, same as #34]. Case & Draper (no. 2437; was 32-N)
26. Saw Tooth Mt's. from tunnel. WP&YR [White Pass & Yukon Railway tracks on side of mountain; same as #168]. Case & Draper (no. 749)
26a. Saw Tooth Mt's. from tunnel. WP&YR [wider view]. W. H. Case (no. 348)
27. Lake Bennett near Pennington. W.P.&Y.R. (2) [tracks on edge of lake]. (no. 378)
28. W.P.&Y. Ry. [looking down on curving tracks on side of mountain]. (no. 315) damaged negative
29. Rotary snow plow, W.P. and Y.R. [men on either side of plow; negative view. See #85]. C.L. Andrews? (no. 197) damaged negative
30. Davidson Glacier [closeup view; same as #384].
31. Chief Cow-Dik-Ney in potlatch dancing costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [upper torso studio view]. Case & Draper (no. 24-N)
32. Miles Canyon [men poling barge through canyon; same as #857, #858]. Case & Draper (no. 404)
33. Native curios, Sitka, Alaska [large interior display with Chilkat blanket, furs, etc.]. W. H. Case (no. 132-N)
34. Thlinget natives in potlatch dancing customs [costumes]. Copyright 1906 [same as #25]. Case & Draper
35. Sha-E-Dah-Kla, the rough and ready Stickene clutch. Copyright 1906 [bare-breasted woman draped in fur, upper torso view; same as #73]. Case & Draper
36. Reverie of a Stickene Maiden. Copyright 1906 [bare-breasted woman holding her hands behind head; same as #69]. Case & Draper. damaged negative
37. Dah-Clet-Jah, Yakutat native in dancing costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [same as #16]. Case & Draper (no. 130-N) over-exposed right corner
38. Dah-Clet-Jah. A Yakutat native. Copyright 1906 [similar to #37, side view]. Case & Draper
39. Mrs. Stene-Tu, a Thlinget belle. Copyright 1906 [bare-breasted woman in headdress; upper torso portrait. Same as #160, 292]. Case & Draper
40. The Taku girl with a bad eye. Copyright 1906 [upper torso view; woman draped in fur blanket, wearing headdress; same as #125]. Case & Draper
41. Indian Witch Doctor (or Shaman) healing a sick woman. Copyright 1906 [same as #18 but undamaged]. Case & Draper
42. Kaw-Claa - Thlinget native woman in full potlatch dancing costume (sic). Copyright 1906 [same as #1, 163].
43. O'er the Snowy Leagues of the Yukon [snowy landscape; see also #117]. Jerry Doody Photo (scratched out) masked
44. Native basket weavers. Copyright 1906 [studio view; woman and child seated on fur rug with baskets]. Case & Draper
45. Skagway, Alaska [bird's eye view looking over docks toward town]. Case & Draper (no. 660)
46. [Men poling barge through Miles Canyon; similar to #32].
47. Shooting White Horse Rapids [raft in white water; see also #137, 140, 855-6]. Case & Draper (no. 523)
48. First church and school building at Juneau, Alaska. Built by the Presbyterians in 1881 [Log Cabin Soda Works/City Brewery office and bell tower; large brewery building behind]. Case & Draper

48a. First church and school building at Juneau, Alaska. Built by the Presbyterians in 1881 [wider version of #48]. Case & Draper (no. 237)

49. Dawson, Y. T. [overall view]. Case & Draper (no. 698)

50. Arctic Brotherhood Hall and A. B. Mountain [Skagway]. Case & Draper (no. 806)

51. [Grouse on bare treetop.]

52. Caribou. Photo taken just before being shot [same as #138]. Case & Draper (no. 39)

53. Davidson Glacier {from side of glacier}. Case & Draper (no. 688)

54. Saw Tooth Mts. from tunnel. W.P. & Y.R. [same as #26 but negative image]. Case & Draper (no. 749)

55. Fairbanks, Alaska, July 31, '04 [view across floating logs toward buildings]. C. L. Andrews (no. 463)

56. Str. WHITE HORSE in Five Fingers [river boat in narrow channel]. Hamacher & Doody, Whitehorse, Y.T. (no. 1146)

57. After the storm, Kake, Alaska, April 4th, 1905 [looking from beach to distant islands]. Case & Draper (no. 154)

58. Crevasse in Muir Glacier [close view]. Case & Draper (no. 780)

59. Ska-E-Dah-Kla, the Stick. Copyright 1906 [studio portrait of woman wrapped in blanket; upper torso]. Case & Draper

60. Home of Chief Ko-Teth Sha-Doc. Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [decorated with whale totem, totem pole in front; same as #829]. Case & Draper

61. The Snow-Shoe Girl (Sla-Gun). Copyright 1906 [young Indian woman in fringed robe, holding a pair of snow shoes; same as #242-3]. Case & Draper

62. c. 1906 [woman basket weaver and child; similar to #44, except better image]. Case & Draper

63. Native basket weaver. Copyright 1906 [woman seated on fur with baskets]. Case & Draper

64. Totems at Sitka, Alaska. On Indian River, Mt. Vestovia (sic) in distance [in snow]. E.C. Adams (no. 517) slightly damaged negative

65. [Old Native man holding carved rattles, wearing apron; 3/4 length portrait].

66. Thlinget women [woman], Sitka, Alaska [bare-breasted woman with long hair; upper torso studio portrait]. W. H. Case (no. 198-N?) damaged negative

67. Native witch doctor (shaman) healing a sick woman. Copyright 1906 [man leaning over prone woman with a bone, surrounded by carvings and Chilkat blanket; studio view with black background, same as #159]. E. C. Adams (no.509)

68. P.C. Co. excursion Str. SPOKANE at Taku Glacier, Taku Inlet, Alaska. Copyright 1907. Case & Draper
69. Reverie of a Stickene Maiden. Copyright 1906 [same as #36 except undamaged].

70. Stene-tu and Kaw-Claa. Two Thlinget Women in Chilkat-Blanket's [Blankets]. Copyright 1906 [same as #10].

71. Chief Ano-Tlosh, head chief of the Taku tribe. Copyright 1906 [white-bearded man in a Chilkat blanket and headdress. Named Kat-lah-ne before he became chief; similar to #71a, 129]. Case & Draper. upper left corner damaged

71A. Chief Ano-Tlosh, head chief of the Taku tribe. Copyright 1906 [similar to #71 with white background]. Case & Draper

72. Kaw-Claa, a Thlinget maiden from Chilkat. Copyright 1906 [upper torso studio portrait of a bare-breasted woman draped in fur; see also #153, 291]. Case & Draper

73. Sha-E-Dah-Kla, the rough and ready Stickene clutch. Copyright 1906 [same as #35].

74. Lawton Glacier [similar to #224, 310]. Case & Draper. (no. 692)

75. Ka-sh-ak (the Monkey Man), a Chilkat. One of three noted brothers. Known as John, Skan-[Skundoo] & Swatka. Copyright 1907 [in Chilkat blanket and bird headdress; studio view, facing right. See also #285]. Case & Draper (no. 533)

76. Ano-Thlosh, Chief of the Taku Tribe of Thlinght [Tlingit] natives. Copyright 1906 [upper torso portrait, facing left, in Chilkat blanket and headdress; similar to #403]. Case & Draper (no. 120-N)

77. Thlinget-clutchman. Copyright 1906 [head & shoulders portrait of Tlingit woman identified as Elizabeth, wife of Chief Anatalas, in Chilkat blanket; same as #423]. Case & Draper (no. 2426) damaged negative

77A. Tlinget-clutchman. Copyright 1906 [closer view]. Case & Draper (no. 31-N)

78. A Yukon snow scene near White Horse [man standing in snowy trees]. J. Doody

79. The Northern Lights, view taken near Selwyn, Y.T., Canada [cabin in foreground]. J. Doody (no. 704)

80. The mazama or mountain goat, Skagway, Alaska, September 21, 1901. Copyright 1901 [dead goat on rocks in foreground, river valley behind]. C.L. Andrews

81. Skagway, Alaska, July 4, 1908 [man with decorated cart pulled by two dogs, in front of B.P.O.E. (Elks) No. 431].

82. Golden Eagle, Atlin, B.C. [three eaglets in a nest]. M. Bro's.

83. Scene of wreck of PRINCESS MAY and salvage Str. SANTA CRUZ, Sentinel Is., August 25, 1910 [PRINCESS MAY at left; see also #626-628]. W. H. Case

84. Miles Canyon as it is seen from the White Pass R.R. near White Horse [overall view; see also #340]. J. Doody (no. 104)


86. Photo made from Old Kasaan, Alaska [the TAKU with 3 men on deck]. W. H. Case (no. 328)
87. Chief Ka-Ann's totem pole. Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [same as #828]. Case & Draper (no. 80-N)
88. Str. JEFFERSON. Juneau, Alaska, Jan. 21st, 1906. Case & Draper (no. 115)
89. Looking back from summit, Chilkoot Pass Route. Case & Draper (no. 501?)
90. [Ice-covered bow of FARALLON; see also #343.]
91. White Horse Rapids. Case & Draper (no. 521)
93. Camp 49. Bartlett Glacier in distance, A. C. Ry. [Alaska Central Railway in snow; similar to #698A & B]. Case & Draper
94. Steam shovel [seven men on White Pass & Yukon Ry.]. Draper & Co.
95. [White Pass & Yukon Railway train in front of steam shovel]. (c. 2, no. 743)
96. Pilot house on launch FOX, Dec. 30, 1908 [covered with ice]. W. H. Case (no. 351)
97. Taku Glacier, Alaska [face]. W. H. Case (no. 790)
98. Crater Lake, Chilkoot Pass route. Case & Draper (no. 343)
99. [PRINCESS SOPHIA aground; see #99a.] Blurred view, retouched
99A. Wreck. PRINCESS SOPHIA, Oct. 24, 1918. 343 lives lost [similar to #99]. W. H. Case (no. 1)
100. Str. OREGON on the beach at Douglas Island, Feb. (?) [port side]. Case & Draper (no. 387)
101. P. C. Co. Str. COTTAGE CITY, Juneau, Alaska [side view, in harbor]. Case & Draper (no. 119)
104. Str. CITY OF SEATTLE at Taku Glacier. Case & Draper (no. 134)
105. P. C. Co. Str. CITY OF SEATTLE [at Juneau dock]. Case & Draper. Damaged negative
107. [Steamer PRINCESS MAY aground at Sentinel Island, Alaska; port side; similar to #625, 772]. Damaged neg.
108. Ice bergs at Taku Glacier. Copyright 1907 [two passenger ships in background]. Case & Draper (no. 323)
110. Sims and Nelson's Tug - BALDY towing scow, June 29, 1912. W. H. Case (no. 566)
111. Moon over snow-covered Mt. Bradley and Treadwell. Damaged negative
112. Rocky valley.
113. Train crossing trestle bridge; probably White Pass & Yukon Rwy. crossing.
114. Two dog teams and loaded sleds (one with sail) on snowfield. Case & Draper
115. No photograph.
116. Yukon dog team [7 dogs with 2 men on empty sled]. W. H. Case (no. 324)
117. Winter in the Yukon [similar to #43]. W. H. Case
118. Thomas Cale [1906 Alaska delegate to Congress; upper torso portrait].
119. Whaling Str. TYEE JR.. on beach at Lawton Creek, Alaska, Nov. 10, 1907. W. H. Case (no. 130)
120. July 19, 1914 [log dam on stream]. (no. 4)
121. Dou-Ja (Mary) Type of native girl from Hoonah. Copyright 1907 [woman wearing Chilkat blanket and beaded bib]. Case & Draper (no. 114-N)
122. Potlatch dancers entering [entering] the house of Wiskannah and Yocykon, Sitka, Alaska [same as #776]. Case & Draper (no. 22-N)
124. Potlatchers in dancing costumes. Sitka, Alaska [cropped version of #123].
125. The Taku girl with a bad eye. Copyright 1906 [same as #40]. (no. 62-N)
126. ...girl from Hoonah [Tootch-Wu-Wu in beaded outfit; similar to #127; frontal upper torso view].
127. Tootch-Wu-Wu. Native girl from Hoonah. Copyright 1907 [upper torso view; looking aside]. Case & Draper (no. 100-N)
129. Chief Ano-Tlosh, head chief of the Taku tribe. Copyright 1906 [similar to #71, 71a]. Case & Draper (no. 14-N) retouched
130. Cow-Dik-Ney and cluch (sic). Copyright 1906 [full-length portrait of man and woman in beaded outfits, holding paddle and totemic crescent; same as #165]. Case & Draper (no. 56-N)
131. Dou-Ja, Hoonah woman in potlatch dancing custome [custom]. Copyright 1907 [upper torso view]. Case & Draper (no. 122-N)
132. Kla-Claa and Prince Stene-tu. Copyright 1906 [same as #8 & #9]. Case & Draper (no. 12-N)
133. Ka-sh-ak (the Monkey Man)...[same as #75]. Case & Draper (no. 57-N)
134. Str. SPOKANE leaving Taku Glacier, Taku Inlet, Alaska, July 16, 1907 [starboard view]. Case & Draper (no. 6-C & 182)

135. Some royal good sport where king salmon hit the troll. Juneau, Alaska [man posed with nine fish hanging from frame]. Case & Draper. damaged negative

136. Winter costume of a Eskimo girl. Copyright 1907 [(sic) woman in fur parka; upper torso studio view]. Case & Draper (no. 118-N)

137. Shooting White Horse Rapids. Copyright 1900 [same view as #47, 140]. Case & Draper (no. 323) retouched

138. Caribou. Photo taken just before being shot [same as #52]. Case & Draper (no. 342) damaged negative

139. Str. HUMBOLDT, Juneau, Alaska [port view, spewing smoke]. Case & Draper (no. 101)

140. Shooting White Horse Rapids. Copyright 1906 [same as #47]. Case & Draper (no. 323)

141. Type of Chilkat beauty. Copyright 1906 [bare-breasted woman with nose ring, beads; upper torso view, same as #442]. Case & Draper (no. 26-N)

142. Stene-Tu. Thlingit Native woman in potlatch costume [costume]. Copyright 1906 [similar to #14]. Case & Draper (no. 129-N)

143. [Four men sitting with dead mountain goat on fur blankets; studio view.]

144. Eskimo Skin Boat, or "Omiak." Grantley Harbor, Alaska [containing ten people]. W. H. Case. damaged negative

145. [Native man in beaded fur garment and ceremonial headdress, raised right arm]. damaged negative

146. [Native woman in fur parka posed with bear skin; studio portrait.] damaged negative

147. [Similar to #146.] damaged negative

148. Tootch-Wu-Wu. Native girl from Hoonah. Copyright 1907 [wearing fur cape; upper torso view]. Case & Draper (no. 113-N)

149. Sha-E-Dah-Kla, type of Stickene clutch. Copyright 1906 [upper torso view of bare-breasted woman with fur wrap]. Case & Draper (no. 3.N)

150. Kla-Claa. Copyright 1906 [upper torso view of bare-breasted woman draped in fur]. Case & Draper (no. 35-N)

151. Hoonah maidens. Copyright 1906 [two bare-breasted women wrapped in a fur blanket]. Case & Draper (no. 54-N) damaged negative

152. Home of Chief Ko-Teth Sha-Doc. Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [similar to #60] Case & Draper (no. 69-N)

153. Kaw-Claa. A Thlinget maiden from Chilkat. Copyright 1906 [similar to #72, with black background]. Case & Draper (no. 64-N)

154. Native basket weavers. Copyright 1906 [similar to #62, with black background; see also #417]. Case & Draper (no. 34-N)
155. Jaorge-Sha Wut. Copyright 1906 [upper torso portrait of woman with hands behind head]. Case & Draper (no. 66?) damaged negative

156. Bad medicine [medicine] for bear [two women and two men posed around a tree stump with two dead bears]. Case & Draper (no. 29) damaged negative

157. Icy Strates, Alaska [(sic) man looking at beached icebergs in the Beardsley Islands; same as #824]. Case & Draper (no. 186)

158. Wrangell Totems [side view of 3 totems]. W. H. Case (no. 155-N)

159. Native witch doctor (shaman) healing a sick woman. Copyright 1906 [same as #67]. Case & Draper. damaged negative

160. Mrs. Stein-Tu, a Thlinget belle. Copyright 1906 [same as #39]. Case & Draper (no. 30-N)

161. Out in parka and muc-luces [(sic) full-length studio portrait of Native girl]. W. H. Case

162. [Oval-shaped 3/4 length portrait of young boy in fur parka.] damaged negative

163. Kaw-Claa. Thlinget Native woman in full potlatch dancing custome (sic). Copyright 1906 [similar to #42]. Case & Draper (c. 1, no. 7; c. 2, no. ?27)

164. Tootch-Wu-Wu, Lucy, native [native] girl from Hoonah. Copyright 1907? [upper torso portrait of woman in fur cape; similar to #148]. Case & Draper (no. 102-N)

165. Cow-Dik-Ney and klootch. Copyright 1906 [same as #130]. Case & Draper (no. 56-N) damaged negative

166. Chief Anothlosh, Chief of the Taku Tribe, Juneau, Alaska [3/4 length studio portrait; in Chilkat blanket and billed cap, holding rattle; same as #783]. W. H. Case (no. 144-N)

167. Chilkat Maiden. Copyright 1906 [same as #2]. Case & Draper (no. 37-N) damaged negative

168. Saw Tooth Mountains from tunnel, WP&YR [same as #26]. Case & Draper

169. Grave totem, Ketchikan [close-up of animal totem; see also #174]. Case & Draper (no. 237)

170. St. NN's [Ann’s] Church, Juneau, Alaska [altar area]. W. H. Case (no. 373)

171. Golden doors, Greek Church, Sitka, Alaska, 1889 [St. Michael's Cathedral]. W. H. Case (no. 365)

172. At old Tuxekan native villege [Village], Alaska [boat offshore from village].

173. Mr. Sepp as---Chief Tas-Ko-Ne and family [group around tall man wearing Chilkat blanket in store; small totems in foreground]. Case & Draper


175. Totem pole, Ketchikan, Alaska [next to boardwalk among houses]. W. H. Case (no. 85-N)

176. Tative [native] street scene, Sitka, Alaska [Tlingit women selling artwork at side of lane; same as #777]. Case & Draper (no. 308) slightly damaged negative
177. Drying salmon, Yukon River, Alaska [two young Native girls in front of drying rack]. W. H. Case (no. 133-N)

178. Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [overall view across water]. Case & Draper (no. 213)

179. Native Street Scene, Juneau, Alaska [women and man seated on boardwalk with baskets and native artwork]. Case & Draper (no. #136-N)


181. [Man kneeling to right, wearing beaded fur jacket and headdress with ermine skins; studio portrait].


185. July 30 - 3-25 p.m., 1913 [log raft near Juneau city dock, looking toward downtown]. W. H. Case

186. Indian town, Hoonah, Alaska [looking along beach toward houses]. Case & Draper (no. 92)

187. Old totems, Prince of Wales Island. W. H. Case (no. 177-N)

188. Old Kasaan, Alaska. Deserted native village [viewed from across water].

189. [Old Kasaan village along beach.]


191. Old Chief Kow-Dik-Ney. Copyright 1906 [seated man wearing Chilkat blanket and potlatch hat; with Native artwork; studio portrait]. Case & Draper (no. 59-N)

192. Native sha-man and head man of the Frog Clan. Copyright 1906 [studio portrait of seated man wearing frog hat and fringed jacket]. Case & Draper


194. Wrangell, Alaska. Copyright 1908 [bird's eye view]. W. H. Case (no. 249)

195. Chiefs Toskone and Tooktoelth, Kake, Alaska [two men in native dress standing before three totem poles; Caucasian man in background]. Case & Draper (no. 40-N)


197. Thinget [Tlingit] baskets [three-tiered display of baskets around a beaded panel]. Case & Draper (no. 73-N)

198. Tuxekan - old native village [Village], Alaska [view from water]. W. H. Case (no. 174-N)

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA039.pdf
199. Interior, Greek Russian (sic) Church, Sitka, Alaska [altar of St. Michael's Cathedral].  W. H. Case (no. 384)
201. Greek Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [St. Michael's Cathedral].  W. H. Case
202. Native Indian village [Village], Killisnoo, Alaska [view from water].  Case & Draper
203. Kenai Natives, Seldovia, Alaska [in front of thatched buildings].  Case & Draper (no. 87-N)
204. Native village [Village], Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [at low tide].  W. H. Case (no.'s 322 and 25-N)
205. Totems at old Tuxekan [at edge of forest; same as #793].  W. H. Case (no. 162-N)
206. [Bare-chested old Native man in fringed apron, holding carved rattles; 3/4 length studio portrait].
207. [Old Tlingit shaman in carved hat, fringed cloth shirt, holding carved rattle].  damaged negative
209. Old deserted native village [Village], Kasaan, Alaska, 1908 [7 people on rocky beach below totems and ruined buildings].  W. H. Case (no.'s 323 & 18-N)
210. Chief Swatka, the famous guide [Tlingit man in fur parka with snowshoes; full-length studio portrait similar to #247].  Draper & Co. (no. 529)
211. Stephens' Passage from A. G. Co. Tram [looking south down Gastineau Channel].  W. H. Case (no. 651)
212. Collection of moose heads from Cooks Inlet, Alaska...[and polar bear? skin displayed in front of Case & Draper store, Juneau; antler sizes listed.  Similar to #336].
213. Seagulls at Funter Bay, Alaska [view across water].  Case & Draper (no. 16)
214. Denver Glacier, July 1903 [man standing by stream emerging from glacier; near Skagway].
215. W. P. & Y. R.  Scene between Log Cabin and Bennett [tracks at right].
216. The Doge's Palace, Venice.  W. H. Case
217. Alaskan bear scrap over a salmon... Copyright 1913 [two bear cubs on beached tree stump].  W. H. Case (no. 666?)
218. [Young Native woman with long hair, in white gown; upper torso studio portrait.]
219. Native girl in dancing costume [(sic) full-length studio portrait of a woman in white dress draped with fur blanket].  retouched
220. Thlinget woman [bare-breasted woman with long hair and beads; upper torso portrait cropped with black background].  W. H. Case (no. 153-N)
221. Donna-Shu Kitty [head & shoulders portrait of young Tlingit woman with long hair and feather fan].  W. H. Case (no. 84-N)
222. Skan-Doo [Skundoo], a cunning, foxy old medicine (medicine) man; Kak-Von-Ton clan of the Chilkats. The last of the notorious Indian sha-man. Copyright 1907 [full-length portrait of bare-chested man in apron, holding rattles; black background. See #206]. Case & Draper (no. 81-N)

223. Kla-Claa. Copyright 1906 [upper torso portrait of bare-breasted Tlingit woman wearing beads and fur cape; cropped with black background]. Case & Draper (no. 35-N)

224. Lawton Glacier [similar to #74, 310]. Case & Draper

225. Treadwell and Mt. Jumbo by moonlight [across water]. low contrast

226. "Three black crows" [on tree stump]. W. H. Case

227. Bill Hoskins, the bear hunter, in a favorite pose [(sic) carrying dead bear, with another at his feet]. (no. 32)

228. Bruin's tracks made on hard gravel. W. H. Case (no. 774)

229. Black Lake. Case & Draper

230. D.W. Hoskins, all-round hunter, traper (sic), taxidermist & guide, Juneau, Alaska [with bear over his shoulders and seated next to dead bear]. Case & Draper (no. 31)

231. Glacier Lake, icebergs, entrance to Knic (sic) Glacier. W. H. Case (no. 549)


233. [Glacier and moraine.]

234. Baby moose at home; view taken on Marshal Creek, Yukon Ter. [2 moose calves in forest; see also #303, 396].

235. S. A. Crawford on the summit of White Pass, Sept. 3rd 1905 [man carrying mountain goat; full length studio portrait]. Case & Draper (no. 42)

236. Two good specimen of bear from Livingston Creek, Alaska, Aug. 21, 1907 [D. W. Hoskins and another man sitting on rocks with two dead bears]. Case & Draper (no. 33)

237. [Icebergs on rocky beach.]

238. Taku Inlet, Alaska, from Penn Alaska Mining Co.'s property; Oct. 3rd, 1908 (?) [rocky beach; two men and boat in background]. W. H. Case (no. 402)

239. Mountain goats from summit of White Pass [three men posed with two hanging goats]. Case & Draper

240. Thompson River near summit on W.P. & Y.R. [overall view; railroad tracks on hillside].

241. [View over log raft toward town. July (?).] C.L.A. (Andrews) (no. 463) damaged negative

242. The snow shoe girl (Sla-Gun). Copyright 1906 [same as #61, 243]. Case & Draper (no. 44-N)

243. The snow-shoe girl (Sla-Gun). Copyright 1906 [same as #61, 242]. Case & Draper

244. Copyright 1900 [Plains? Indian man in feathered headdress, and blanket, holding tomahawk; full-length studio portrait]. Ormsby
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245. [Full-length side portrait of Plains? Indian man standing in field, shielding eyes.]
246. Dinner at Hotel De-Iglo [young Native woman nursing two children]. W. H. Case (no. 67-N)
247. [Chief Swatka; similar to #210, 287; cropped, black background.] low contrast
248. Da-Yuc-Hene, the Tlinget sha-man. Copyright 1906 [studio portrait of seated man in traditional dress; Native artwork at left]. Case & Draper (no. 97-N)
250. [Early view of Juneau in snow looking toward Mt. Juneau from harbor.]
251. A Taku potlatch dancer [upper torso portrait of young Tlingit woman with nose ring and headdress]. Case & Draper (no. 2436; was 127-N)
252. Potlatcher [full-length studio portrait of young Native woman draped in Chilkat blanket, ca. 1907]. Case & Draper (c.2, no. 13-N & 2450) retouched
253. Glacier, East Fork, Skagway River. Case & Draper(no. 349)
254. [Large European building with ornate turrets and paintings.] damaged negative
255. Home with our plunder [D. W. Hoskins and friend seated on rocks with two dead bears]. Case & Draper (no. 34)
256. [Black Lake]. Case & Draper (no. 442) damaged negative
257. Mountain goat killed by Chas. Nafe & W. H. Case [similar to #239].
258. Davidson Glacier [close view of ice].
260. Upper torso studio portrait of Ralph Elliott “Bob” Robertson
262. Str. DOLPHIN, Dec. 21, 1902 [icy ship at dock]. Case & Draper
263. Yukon natives. Ft. Selkirk, Yukon [three men and a boy standing beside a log cabin]. Case & Draper (no. 19-N)
264. Copper River Natives [small group standing on a street around an empty sled]. Case & Draper (no. 104-N)
265. Copper River Natives [similar to #264]. Case & Draper (no. 60-N) uneven contrast
266. Natives of the Upper Yukon. Mother and son [Athapascan woman and young boy, in western clothing; full length portrait]. (no. 55)
267. ...a Copper River girl [Indian girl in striped dress sitting in snow]. Case & Draper
268. Mary-Ann-A, the Aleute girl [same girl as in #267, sitting in snow]. Case & Draper (no. 105-N)
271. N.W.S.S.Co's Str. SANTA ANN, Juneau, Alaska. Aug 20, 1905]. Case & Draper (no. 121)
274. Silver Bow Basin, Juneau, Alaska [overall view; buildings in distance at left]. W. H. Case (no. 634) dark image
276. [Bird's eye view over downtown Sitka, Alaska; St., Michael's Cathedral at left center.]
278. Taku Glacier, June 14, 1908, Alaka [Alaska] view across water. W. H. Case (no. 252)
279. Skagway Glacier in the distance [Skagway in foreground].
280. [Icebergs on rocky beach.] (no. 721) retouched
281. Old Native Grave, Klawak, Alaska [close-up of small log structure]. Case & Draper (no. 71-N)
282. Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [St. Michael's Cathedral; men on porch; same as #834]. Case & Draper (no. 326)
283. Totem of Chief Annibootz [Annahootz], Sitka, Alaska [two identical bear totem panels]. Case & Draper (no. 91-N?)
284. [Young Native woman wearing fur parka; upper torso studio portrait.]
285. [Native man in Chilkat blanket; similar to #75 but reversed]. cloudy image
288. Sha-E-Dah-Kla. The Stick. Copyright 1906 [half-length full-face portrait of young Tlingit woman wrapped in blanket]. Case & Draper (no. 33-N)
289. Sitka, Alaska, 1889 [view from water, Baranof's Castle at left].
290. Thlinget Woman [women]. Funter Bay, Alaska. Copyright 1907 [five seated women in western dress]. Case & Draper
291. Kaw-Claa, a Thlinget maiden from Chilkat. Copyright 1906 [same as #72]. Case & Draper, damaged negative
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292. Mrs. Stene-Tu, a Tlingit belle. Copyright 1906 [same as #39]. Case & Draper (no. 30-N)
294. Bishop Nicholas [full-length portrait]. W. H. Case (no. 352)
295. Sitka, Alaska [across water; Baranof's Castle on right]. W. H. Case (no. 99)
296. Driving the Golden Spike on W.P. & Y.R. at Cariboo, July 29, 1900 [rear view of crowd].
297. Madonna and child in Greek Church, Sitka, Alaska, 1889 [icon; see also #767]. W. H. Case
298. Alaskan bear feeding on salmon [two cubs on driftwood stump; similar to #217].
299. Ikonastas, or Image Room. Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [steps and entrance to room inside church]. W. H. Case (no. 359)
300. Interior - Greek Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [altar area of St. Michael's Cathedral]. W. H. Case (no. 886)
301. Upper torso studio portrait of Ralph Elliott "Bob" Robertson; similar to #260
302. Alaskan bear hear a noise. Copyright 1913 [two cubs at driftwood stump]. W. H. Case (no. 668?)
303. Baby moose [two calves; same as #234, 396]. (no. 38) low contrast
304. Taku River [distant view from forested slope]. W. H. Case (no. 676)
305. [Group of hunters posed with game on deck of boat.] cloudy image, retouched
306. King salmon going up small stream to spawning grounds. Copyright 1909. W. H. Case (no. 404) retouched
307. Hootz-Du-Gu (girl of the Bear Clan). Copyright 1907 [girl in fur parka and draped in bearskin; similar to #146 & 147]. Case & Draper damaged negative
308. ...automobile of Alaska. Built at North West Light and Power Co., Skagway, Alaska. damaged negative
309. [Caribou; similar to #138.] low contrast
310. [Lawton Glacier; similar to #74, 224.] retouched
311. Lawton Glacier [in the distance]. Case & Draper (no. 693)
312. Wild brown bear [standing next to man]. Case & Draper (no. 40)
313. Lover's Lane, Sitka, Alaska [tree-lined path; same as #836]. Case & Draper (no. 364)
314. Young eagles [in nest; similar to #82]. (no. 50)
315. Caribou "down and out." The last of a fine specimen [injured caribou]. Case & Draper (no. 341)
316. Alaskan wild geese. Copyright 1906 [8 geese in water; oval image]. Case & Draper (no. 36)
317. Indian River, Sitka, Alaska [looking down river].
319. Cape Prince of Wales. Reindeer obtaining feed by pawing snow from Moss. Nowell (no.'s 20, 353)
320. [Same as #319]. Nowell (no. 20)
321. ...skan blue grouse [in bare tree; similar to #51]. Doody; Case & Draper (no. 338)
322. Blue grouse and chicks [on tree stump]. W. H. Case (no. 612)
323. Alaskan owls. Eagle, Alaska. Copyright 1904 [two owls on branch]. C. L. Andrews (no. 46)
324. Record caribou head, mounted by C.F. Cheek - for B.P.O.E. No. 420...W. H. Case
325. Winter in the north [similar to #78]. W. H. Case (no. 194) retouched
326. [Frozen stream; buildings on far bank at right.]
328. A fine specimen of caribou [lying on ground]. Case & Draper
329. Blue grouse, closed season [similar to #51, 321]. (no. 49)
331. [Alaska Natives in western dress around baby's casket; wall draped with U.S. flag and Chilkat blanket.] damaged negative
332. Ice bergs. Icy Straits, Alaska [beached ice bergs]. Case & Draper (no. 187)
333. [Large fish hanging from tripod; interior view]. (no. 723)
335. Native boy catching salmon, Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [at waterfall]. Case & Draper (no. 42-N)
336. Collection of moose heads from Cooks Inlet. Juneau, Alaska, June 4, 1908 [on sidewalk; similar to #212]. W. H. Case (no.'s 5 & 255)
337. Sea gull, Treadwell, Alaska [flock of gulls on beach]. W. H. Case (no. 354) damaged negative
338. An Alaskan woman, who gets the game [carrying deer over left shoulder].
339. Eskimo girl on s...Copyright 1907 [on snowshoes; full-length studio portrait]. Case & Draper. damaged negative
340. [Miles Canyon from White Pass R.R.; same as #84 but reversed].
341. Rotary snow plow, W.P. & Y.R. [same as #85, undamaged]. C.L. Andrews (no. 197)
342. Showing the rescue of the survivors of the sailboat LIZ...capsized off Seward City, Alaska, Aug. 22, 1897...[life boat of steamer ISLANDER near Eldred Island; from a book illustration?]. W. H. Case

343. [FARALLON'S ice-covered bow; at dock. See also #90.]


345. Moore's Wharf, Skagway, Alaska. July 9th, 1904 [from above; Skagway in background]. Case & Draper (no. 388)

346. T.A.K.G.M. Co. mess house, showing bar [view from cleared hillside above; Douglas Island in background]. W. H. Case (no. 682)


348. Whaling [whaling] Str. TYEE, JR. on beach at Lawton Creek, Nov. 10. 1907 [grounded ship]. W. H. Case (no. 131)

349. [GRUB STAKE II in Juneau harbor.] (no. 746) retouched

350. Treadwell, 1908 [7 miners working underground]. W. H. Case (no. 130T) damaged negative

351. Suspension bridge and tunnel at head of Placer Canyon along A. C. Ry. Copyright 1906. Case & Draper (no. 63)


353. [Overall view of snowy mountain pass from railroad tracks.]

354. W.P. and Y.R. Dead Horse Gulch [snowy pass from tracks]. Case & Draper (no. 328)


356. Sitka, Alaska [distant view across curved beach, Baranof's Castle at left]. W. H. Case (no. 100)

357. Wrangell Narrows, Alaska, 1908 [bird's eye view, village at left]. W. H. Case (no. 559)

358. Linderberger's mild-cure and cold storage plant. Fish Egg Is., Alaska [boats in foreground; same as #798]. W. H. Case (no. 513)

359. Sitka, Alaska [overall view, ca. 1892]. W. H. Case (no. #375)

360. P.C.S.S. Co. Str. STATE OF CALIFORNIA [at dock]. Case & Draper (no. 688?)

361. Str. OREGON on the beach at Douglas Island, Feb. 20, 1898 [end-on view of stern; similar to #489]. Case & Draper (no. 386)

363. Arival (sic) of Gov. W. B. Hoggatt, June 20, 1908, Juneau, Alaska [CITY OF SEATTLE at dock with a crowd]. W. H. Case (no. 254)


365. [Steamer COTTAGE CITY; starboard view.]


369. Street scene...[buildings along boardwalk, possibly Sitka].


371. Seldovia, Alaska, May 7th, 1906 [overall view looking toward the water]. Case & Draper (no. 85)


373. Tunnel, W.P. & Y.R. [train on trestle approaching tunnel]. Case & Draper (no. 330)


377. Iceberg, Juneau, Alaska [five people sitting on an iceberg; early view]. W. H. Case (no. 362)

378. Record caribou head, mounted by C.F. Cheek, for B.P.O.E. No. 420...W. H. Case

379. Old's Mountain, July 23, 1907 [looking up from stream]. Case & Draper


381. Mr. Lynx [in snowy forest]. low contrast

382. Mendenhall Glacier, Alaska [two men on glacier at upper left, one man on beach in foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 428)

383. [Waterfall in steep valley.] W. H. Case

384. Davidson Glacier [close view; same as #30]. Case & Draper

385. Sunset on Face Mountain. Case & Draper (no. 311)

386. [Train on mountainside.] damaged negative

387. [Beach with reflection.]
388. Str. CORWIN, Juneau, Alaska, Nov. 9, 1907. W H. Case (no. 133)
390. The "S" Glacier. Case & Draper (no. 358)
393. Russian Church, Seldovia, Alaska. Case & Draper (no. 66)
395. Ice berg, Taku Inlet, June 14, 1908. Alaska. W. H. Case (no. 251)
396. Baby moose at home, view taken on Marshal Creek, Yukon Ter. [similar to #234, 303]. Case & Draper (no. 340)
397. A.C. Co. Str.ADMIRAL SAMPSON, Juneau, Alaska, Mar. 10. 1911. damaged negative
398. Str.NOTHLAND (sic), Petersburg, Alaska [NORTHLAND]. W. H. Case (no. 399)
399. Str. CUTC, Skagway, Alaska. Feb. 1900 [close view; negative image]. Case & Draper (no. 393)
400. Midsummer snow scene, June 16, 1904 [three log buildings on path]. Adams and Co., Dawson
401. Chilkats in dancing customs [costumes] at Sitka potlatch. Copyright Dec. 23, 1904 [posed on steps of building; canoe in foreground]. Case & Draper
402. [Two Tlingit women in regalia, seated against a wall; Tlingit ceremonial hat on left. Sign on wall reads, "Chief Tom, Sitka Policeman."] damaged negative
403. Chief Ano-Tlosh, the white man's friend. Copyright 1906 [similar to #76]. Case & Draper (no. 121-N)
404. Chief Ocane and wife at home [Tlingit man and woman seated in ceremonial clothes; see also #406]. Case & Draper (no. 38-N)
405. Hoonah, Native town. Case & Draper (no. 88-N)
406. Hoonah Chief Nah-Kane at home with klootch [closer version of #404]. Case & Draper (no. 21-N)
408. Klukwan Native band. Juneau, Alaska, Dec. 11, 1912 [standing on hillside]. damaged negative
409. Indian town at Hoonah, Alaska [beach front]. Case & Draper (no. 89-N)
412. Bear totem, Kling-wan, Alaska [close view; see also #670]. W. H. Case (no. 173-N)

413. Thlinget Native canoe race, Juneau, Alaska [three long canoes racing; same as #780]. W. H. Case (no. 156N) damaged negative

414. [Twelve canoes lined up, flying American flags, similar to #15. Killisnoo natives arriving at Sitka, ca. 1904.]

415. Pocahontas of the north [Native girl with blackened face squatting on ground]. W. H. Case (no. 49-N)

416. Killisnoo Jake [man and girl on steps; same as #785]. W. H. Case (no. 146-N)

417. Native basket weaver. Copyright 1906 [similar to #154]. Case & Draper (no. 34-N)

418. Alaska basket weaver. Copyright 1903 [side view of woman sitting on floor; similar to #419]. Case & Draper (no. 157-N) damaged negative

419. Alaska basket weaver. Copyright 1903 [similar to #418, 1181]. Case & Draper. damaged negative

420. Native women, Sitka, Alaska [studio view; two seated, center woman standing]. W. H. Case (no. 15-N)

421. Thlinget grave house, Juneau, Alaska [hung with Chilkat blanket; same as #790]. W. H. Case (no. 55-N)

422. Old totems, Kas-aan, Alaska [Native cemetery]. Case & Draper (no. 116-N)

422a. Old totems, Kas-aan, Alaska. E. C. Adams (no. 515)

423. Tlingit - Clutchman. Copyright 1906 [Elizabeth, wife of Chief Anatalas; same as #77]. Case & Draper (no. 31-N)

424. Old Native house's and totems at Wrangell, Alaska [across water]. W. H. Case (no.'s 241 & 143-N)


426. [Two Native girls seated and weaving baskets; studio portrait.]

427. Native curios [display of Chilkat blanket, baskets, masks, etc.].

428. Native shamen [shaman] drives away devil spirits [studio portrait; shaman kneeling over prone man]. W. H. Case (no. 82-N)

429. [Full-length studio portrait of Native man (Skoon-doo, Klukwan Chilkat shaman, Eagle tribe) wearing fringed apron and holding carved rattles. Identified by Anna Katzeek.]

430. [Three Tlingit men in Native dress (Swatka at left), holding carved rattles; 3/4 length studio portrait, see #443, 455.] damaged negative


432. Native graves, entrance to the Dry Pass, Alaska [similar to #636]. W. H. Case (no. 172-N)
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433. The sha-man alone with his totem. Copyright 1906 [Native man kneeling at small totem; studio portrait; same as #782]. Case & Draper (no. 103-N)


435. Native grave, Killisnoo [close view of headstone and inscription]. Case & Draper (no. 41-N)

436. Porcupine Mary. Copyright 1907 [head & shoulders portrait]. Case & Draper (no. 78-N)

437. [Man carrying giant squirrel on shoulder and rifle; photocollage]. retouched

438. Natives ready for the big canoe race. Juneau, Alaska, July 4th, 1907 [two canoes in Gastineau Channel; see also #779]. Case & Draper (no. 137-N)

439. Klen-Nah-Gah, the Yakutat. Copyright 1906 [upper torso portrait of young Tlingit man in Native dress and necklace]. Case & Draper (c. 1 no. 2435; c. 2 no. 124-N)

440. Totems at old Tuxekan, Alaska. Totems...[grave house at right; same as #792]. W. H. Case (no. 164-N)

441. Native totems and church, Kling-wan, Alaska [looking up at church from below]. W. H. Case (no. 175-N)

442. Type of Chilkat beauty. Copyright 1906 [same as #141]. Case & Draper (no. 26-N)

443. [Three Tlingit men seated (Swatka at left); similar to #430, 455.]


445. Grave of fire-eating medicine man (Skah-Owa), Tuxekan Passage, Alaska [grave house on shore; similar to #687]. W. H. Case (no. 171-N)

446. Russian preast [priest], chiefs and head men of the Thlingets, Sitka, Alaska [Archie Demetris White, chief of Raven tribe of Hoonah (in tall hat at left of priest); identified by Anna Katzeek]. W. H. Case (no. 70-N)

447. Douglas, Alaska [early view of waterfront from beach; man and dog in foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 37)

448. [Native man (Skoon-doo-oo yak [Skundoo], shaman of the Eagle tribe) holding carved rattles; upper torso studio portrait.] damaged negative


450. Totems at old Tuxekan villege [village]. W. H. Case (no. 176-N)

451. Kaw-Claa, Native girl [same as #21]. damaged negative

452. Old-Suk-Wan, Native villege [village], Suk-Kwan Narrows, Alaska [view across water]. damaged negative

453. Totem at Kling-Wan, Alaska [carved bear; same as #794]. W. H. Case (no. 170-N)

454. [Same as #429; left image on this glass plate badly damaged so no print made.]

455. Ka-Sh-Ak, the Monkeyman. Skan-Doo [Skundoo], notorious old medecine [medicine] man. Ind-A-Yanek (Swatka), the famous Indian guide. Three brothers, old head-men of the Kak-Von-Tons of the Chilkat tribe.
Copyright 1907 [similar to #430, 443]. Case & Draper (no. 11-N) [Men of the Shagukeidi from Kulkwan. L-R: Kaalgéi, Sx’andu.oo and Swáatak’I (Yindayáank’) per Harold Jacobs.]

456. Oregon City under the fog [overall view]. Case & Draper

457. Milan Cathedral...[exterior view]. W. H. Case

458. [Photograph of a painting or sketch of Muir Glacier by M. Fox; see #460.]

459. Porcupine Mary, 1907 [same view as #36; glass plate image badly damaged and not printed].

460. Muir Glacier [similar to #458]. M. Fox (no. 5)

461. Str. DAWSON in Five Finger Rapids. Copyright 1904 [same as #467, 992]. Hamacher & Doody; Case & Draper (no. 392)

462. [Skagway; dog team and sled in front of Case & Draper store.]

463. Goat team on Chilkoot Trail; 1898 [in harness].

464. Str. TOLEDO, Turnagain Arm, May 2, 1906 [aground on beach]. Case & Draper (no. 82)

465. Interior...[two men in dynamited Canadian Bank of Commerce, Skagway, September, 1902; see also #1033]. Case & Draper (no. 759)

466. Bank after attempted robbery [crowds outside Canadian Bank of Commerce, Skagway]. Case & Draper (no. 758)

467. Str. DAWSON in Five Finger Rapids [same as #461, 992]. (no. 117)


469. W.P. & Y.R., White Horse, Y.T. [later view over Yukon River]. Case & Draper (no. 320)

470. [Str. NORA tied to shore and crowded with people.] Case & Draper (no. 389)

471. Lake Bennet [Bennett] [tent city in foreground; same as #846]. Case & Draper (no. 18)

472. The summit of White Pass [miners and piles of gear along snowy trail]. (no. 206)

473. [Tent city on either side of narrow rapids near Lake Bennett; same as #847.] Case & Draper (c. 2 no. 4)

474. [Camps in snowy canyon, White Pass Trail.]

475. White Pass Canyon [man on horse in narrow rock passage]. Case & Draper (no. 33)

476. Long Lake [two men with dog teams hitched to loaded sleds].

477. [Case & Draper photography studio tent.]

478. Porcupine Hill [men with loaded pack mules]. Case & Draper (no. 23)

479. [Steamer CLIFFORD SIFTON at shore.] Case & Draper (no. 55)
480. [Railroad track curving around cliff]. Case & Draper
481. Lake Linderman [overall view; tent city on shore].
482. Brooks.[Skagway, Alaska ca. 1898 crowded street scene]. Case & Draper 44?. damaged neg.
483. Teams of Red Line Trasporation [Transportation] Co., Bennett, B.C.
484. W.P. & Y.R.R. [tracks on rocky cliff]. Case & Draper (no. 42)
485. WHITLAW wreck [shipwreck on beach]. (no. 228)
486. Two Lake Bennett flyers [steamers AUSTRALIAN and GLEANER]. Case & Draper (no. 39)
487. Chilkoot Pass in 1898. Chilkoot summit [base of steep snowy trail]. Case & Draper. retouched
488. The Harbor, Skagway [bird's eye view].
489. The OREGON beached on Douglas Island with 500 passengers and baggage and 1500 tons of freight Feb. 20, 1898 [see #361]. [Behind Mayflower Island; per Jim Geraghty, Jan. 2014]
490. P.C.S.S. Co. Str. CITY OF TOPEKA [starboard view, in Gastineau Channel]. Case & Draper
491. Str FLOSSIE [FLOSIE]. Case & Draper (no. 54)
492. [The ferry FLOSIE in Gastineau Channel.] Case & Draper (no. 51)
493. Completing the W.P. & Y.R.R. to Bennett [men and horse teams on beach, railroad ties in foreground]. Case & Draper (no. 191?)
493a & b. Completing the W.P. & Y.R.R. to Bennett [cropped version of #493]. Case & Draper (no. 191)
494. The OREGON on Douglas Island [1898; side view of ship aground; see #499]. Case & Draper
495. Douglas C[ity?; looking north from St. Ann's Street]. Case & Draper (no. 46)
496. Landing the finback whale [whale alongside ship; reverse of #506]. damaged negative
497. Whale fishing in Alaska [ship with two whales alongside].
498. Juneau, Alaska [looking down N. Franklin St. from 6th St., pre-1904; see also #810]. (no. 47)
499. [Steamer OREGON aground; similar to #494.] Case & Draper (no. 32)
500. [Whale lying on ramp; see #505.]
501 Tyee Whaling Station, Murders Cove, Alaska [dock and ramp; similar to #508 (reversed)].
502. White or finback whale [four whales afloat in water; man sitting on farthest one].
503. [Round stone lamp.]
504. [Similar to #403.]
505. [Whale on dock; similar to #500.]
506. [Whale alongside ship *Tyee Junior*; reverse of #496.] [printed backward]
507. [Two whales along starboard side of ship.]
508. [Tyee Whaling Station; similar to #501 (reversed)].
509. ...r's Lane, Sitka [Lover's Lane; path through forest]. Case & Draper (no. 10?) damaged negative
510. [Three or four whales being pulled along side of ship.]
511. Bennett, B.C. [buildings and train on shore].
512. [Train pulling flatcar crowded with people - probably Skagway.]
513. [Front St., Juneau; looking toward Franklin St.; ca. 1914 -1918]. W. H. Case (no. 154)
514. Juneau, Alaska [looking down S. Franklin St. from Front St.; ca 1914 - 1918]. (no. 186)
515. [Fire truck with ladder on parade on S. Franklin St., Juneau, ca. 1914 - 1918.] W. H. Case (no. 197)
516. [Fire truck with hoses on parade on S. Franklin St., Juneau; ca 1914 - 1918]. W. H. Case (no. 195)
517. [Parade float with girls holding U.S. flags on S. Franklin St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 192)
518. [Group of young women on parade in white uniforms with large cross symbol; S. Franklin St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 191)
519. [4th of July float, "The World Protector," flying British and American flags; Main St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 186)
520. [4th of July parade, Juneau; open car and marching band on Main St.]. W. H. Case (no. 183)
521. [Marching band on S. Franklin St.; 4th of July parade]. W. H. Case (no. 164)
522. [Marching band on Main St., Juneau, 4th of July parade]. W. H. Case (no. 155)
523. [Large group of men on parade; S. Main St., Juneau.] W. H. Case (no. 158)
524. [Two decorated fire trucks on parade; S. Main St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 187)
525. [Group of men parading on Main St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 180)
526. [Group of men parading past the Seward Building on S. Franklin St., Juneau]. W.H. Case (no. 194)
527. [Group of women on parade, S. Franklin St., Juneau.] W. H. Case (no. 161)
528. [Group of men on parade, St. Franklin S., Juneau.] W. H. Case (no. 145)
529. [Group of men on parade, S. Franklin St., Juneau.]. W. H. Case (no. 148)
530. [Dr. Sloan's house on 7th St., Juneau; in winter]. W. H. Case (no. 86)
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531. [St. Ann's Hospital on 6th St., Juneau; in snow.] W. H. Case (no. 75)
533. [Methodist Church and parsonage, to left of another house, at 4th and Seward Sts.; in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 48)
534. Feb 3, 1918 [year of the big snow; the Alaskan Hotel on S. Franklin St., Juneau, beyond a big snowpile]. W. H. Case (no. 23)
535. [Juneau; looking down Main St. from 3rd; in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 63)
536. Feb. 3, 1918 [Famous Taylor Made Candy Store on Main St.; in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 41)
537. Feb. 3, 1918 [deep snowbank on S. Franklin St. sidewalk]. W. H. Case (no. 57)
538. [Looking down snowy S. Franklin St.; City Baths at right [Crystal Saloon Bldg.]. W. H. Case
539. [Front Street in snow, looking toward Main St. Winter & Pond and W. H. Case stores in background]. W. H. Case (no. 65)
540. [Juneau; Capt. Malcolm Campbell's house at Front & Main St., in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 39)
542. Feb. 3, 1918 [City Cafe in snow; S. Franklin St., Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 14)
543. Juneau, Alaska, Feb. 3, 1918 [snow drifts on S. Franklin St.]. W. H. Case (no. 8)
544. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking toward Franklin St. from W. H. Case store on Front St., Juneau, in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 38)
545. Feb. 3, 1918 [snowy Front St., looking toward Franklin St.]. W. H. Case (no. 35)
546. Feb. 3, 1918 [Front St. looking toward Main St., in]. W. H. Case (no. 33)
547. [Looking up snowy Main Street, Juneau.] W. H. Case (no. 37)
548. Feb. 3, 1918 [snowy S. Franklin St.; I. Goldstein store on left (now Filipino Club)]. W. H. Case (no. 26)
549. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking down snowy S. Franklin St., Juneau, at post office]. W. H. Case (no. 32)
550. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking up snowy S. Franklin St.]. W. H. Case (no. 13)
551. Feb. 3, 1918 [similar to #549]. W. H. Case (no. 15)
552. [Juneau; Franklin St. curio shop in deep snow.] (no. 58)
553. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking up snowy S. Franklin St.]. W. H. Case (no. 11)

554. [Juneau; looking up snowy Seward St. from Front St.; 1918; bank at left.] W. H. Case (no. 30)

555. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking up snowy S. Franklin St. at Sullivan Machinery Co.]. W. H. Case (no. 19)


557. [Alaska Artisans Shop and Alaska Transfer Co. at Main & Front Sts., Juneau, in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 18)

558. Feb. 3, 1918 [looking up N. Franklin from Front. St.]. W. H. Case (no. 22)

559. Feb. 3, 1918 [S. Franklin after snowstorm; Chief Johnson's house at upper left] W. H. Case (no. 21)


560. [Snowy downtown Juneau street in snow.] W. H. Case (no. 62)

561. Feb. 3, 1918 [Front Street looking toward Seward St.; in snow]. W. H. Case (no. 24)

562. [Juneau, 1913; Governor Strong on steps of Court Building at his inauguration.]


564. Gov. [Governor's] Executive Office, Juneau, Alaska [front of building at 5th and Main Sts.; First Methodist Church at right]. W. H. Case (no. 204)


566. [Governor's Mansion; bird's eye view towards Douglas Island]. W. H. Case (no. 16)

567. St. Ann Hospital (sic), Juneau, Alaska [parish house and church to the left]. W. H. Case (no. 162)

568. St. Ann Hospital [(sic) church, parish house, and hospital (l to r)]. W. H. Case (no. 163)

569. [Juneau; Hotel Cain on Franklin Street; ca. 1914-1915]. W. H. Case (no. 15)

570. [Douglas dock.] W. H. Case (no. 106)

571. [Looking toward Douglas Island over Willoughby Avenue (on pilings), ca. 1918-1920]. W. H. Case (no. 18)


573. Juneau, Alaska [Alaska], 1886 [looking toward Mt. Juneau from the water]. (no. 208)


575. [Juneau; Front St., looking toward Franklin; Occidental Hotel on left]. (no. 188)

577. Ruin of Juneau Hotel, Sept. 4, 1911 [firemen at right spraying water]. W. H. Case (no. 8)
578. Ruin of Juneau Hotel. Sept. 4, 1911 [street level; two men at left foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 9)
579. Ruin of Juneau, Hotel. Sept. 4, 1911 [man shooting water from window]. W. H. Case (no. 5)
580. [Crowd standing on Juneau dock; smoke in background.] poor image
583. [Ship and crowd at Pacific Steamship dock.] W. H. Case (no. 122)
584. Salmon Creek [showing stamp mill at right]. W. H. Case (no. 220)
585A. Ice bridge over Granite Creek Falls. July 23, 1907 [three men on stream below]. W. H. Case (no. 49)
585B. Granite Creek Basin, July 29, 1907 [two men on snowy bank at right; same as #826]. Case & Draper (no. 52)
588. [Alaska Gastineau Mining Co. mine and buildings at Thane, taken from the beach]. (no. 222)
589. Tee Harbor Packing Co. [small boat sailing near shore]. W. H. Case (no. 354)
591. Standard Oil Co. [dock, building and storage tanks on Thane Road at Juneau (building later slid into the water)]. (no. 262)
592. Tee Harbor Packing Co. plant, Tee Harbor, Alaska [similar to #6]. W. H. Case (no. 346)
597. Lowee end, Doglis Is. [(sic) man sitting on beached iceberg; man in canoe and boat to right]. W. H. Case (no.’s 110 & no. 309)
598. [Ferryboat ALMA docked at Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 90)
599. First draft boys leaving (sic) Juneau, Alaska, May 10, 1918 [U.S. Army ship PETERSON loaded with men in background; small boats in front]. W. H. Case (no. 139)

600. [U.S. Army ship PETERSON with drafted men at Juneau; the TILLACUM, right foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 173)

601. [U. S. Army ship PETERSON with "draft boys"]. W. H. Case (no. 188)

602. [The PETERSON leaving Juneau with "draft boys," and spectators on boats]. W. H. Case (no. 179)

603. [U. S. Army ship PETERSON (with "draft boys") and ALMA at Juneau dock]. W. H. Case (no. 170)

604. May 10, 1918 [the PETERSON leaving Juneau; AJAX and other boats in the foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 142)

605. Seeing the boys off, May 10, 1918 [four boats loaded with people]. W. H. Case (no. 143)

606. [U. S. Army ship PETERSON with "draft boys"; Juneau.] W. H. Case (no. 177)


608. May 10, 1918 [crowded boats seeing the "draft" boys off]. W. H. Case (no. 141)

609. A. C. Co. Str. PORTLAND. W. H. Case (no.'s 67 & 315)


611. A.S.S. Co. Str. MARIPOSA [in Gastineau Channel]. W. H. Case (no. 59)

612. Wreck of ADMIRAL EVANS, Hawk-Inlet, Alaska [unidentified ship at left]. W. H. Case (no. 65)

613. C.P.R. S.S. PRINCESS SOPHIA [in Gastineau Channel; small boat in foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 58)

614. [ST.(?) DAVID, Seattle; beached ship.]

615. P.C. Co. S.S. QUEEN [sailing up Gastineau Channel]. W. H. Case (no.'s 55 & 402)

616. LONE FISHERMAN off for Sheep Creek, Aug. 1st, 1907 [ferry leaving Douglas]. Case (no. 28)

617. Str. AL-KI. Douglas Isl'd. Apr. 5, 1907 [ship aground]. Case (no. 27)

618. ADMIRAL EVANS [in Gastineau Channel]. W. H. Case (no. 183)

619. A.S.S. Co. Str. OHIO [in Gastineau Channel; Mt. Bradley in background]. W. H. Case (no.'s 85 & 311)

620. Str. TYONIC. Hope {she-want-turn-over} (sic) Alaska, May 2nd, 1906 [ship aground on sandy beach; people disembarking]. Case & Draper (no. 69)

621. S.S. ADMIRAL SAMPSON [in Gastineau Channel]. W. H. Case (no. 65)


624. Alaska Fish Co. [sailing ship and boats alongside] W. H. Case (no. 64)

625. C.P.R. Co. S.S. PRINCESS MAY, wrecked on Sentinel Is., Alaska. Aug. 5, 1910 [similar to #107, 772]. W. H. Case (no.'s 1 & 432)

626. PRINCESS MAY, Aug. 25, 1910 [aground on rocks in distance; Str. SANTA CRUZ to right; see #83 for closer view]. W. H. Case (no. 53)

627. Scene of wreck of PRINCESS MAY, Aug. 25, 1910 [similar to #83] W. H. Case (no. 54)


629. C.P.R. Str. PRINCESS MAY [in Gastineau Channel]. W. H. Case (no.'s 57 & 326)

630. Navigation on Turnigan Arm [Turnagain], May 20nd, 1906 [(sic) the TOLEDO high and dry on beach]. Case & Draper (no. 70)

631. [Ice covered ship LOUISE at dock.] W. H. Case (no. 124)

632. [PHOENIX II.] W. H. Case (no. 199)

633. Str. SPOKANE at Taku Glacier. Copyright 1907 [distant view; ship pouring out black smoke]. Case (no. 22)

634A. Str. SPOKANE at Taku Glacier, Alaska. Copyright 1907 [small boat on beach in foreground]. Case (no. 51)

634B. [Str. SPOKANE at Taku Glacier; similar to #634A.] light damage

635. Kenai Native cache, Cook Inlet, Alaska Case & Draper (no. 131)

636. Native graves, Dry Passage, Alaska [similar to #432]. W. H. Case (no. 21)

637. Native town, Dundas Bay, Alaska [row of small wooden houses on dry shore]. W. H. Case (no. 87)


639. N.W.F. Co., Dundas Bay, Alaska [similar to #638]. W. H. Case


642. Hadley Smelter, Hadley, Alas [(sic) buildings and railway; looking across water]. (no. 100)

643. Hoonah Packing Co. [buildings and ship at dock]. W. H. Case (no.'s 4 & 97)

644. Hoonah, Alaska, Aug. 25, 1912 [across water; ship at center]. W. H. Case (no.'s 6 & 170)
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646. Island at Hoonah, Alaska [small boat in front of island]. W. H. Case (no.'s 3 & 167)
647. Hope, Alaska [buildings beyond field or beach]. W. H. Case (no. 297)
648. Jualin [mine buildings at Berners Bay, north of Juneau; in snow]. (no. 6)
649. Building Jualin wharf, Berners Bay [pile driver at work]. W. H. Case
650. Jualin tramway and Camp #2. Lion Head Mt. in distance [distant view across water]. W. H. Case
651. Gas-boat PACIFIC towing for Jualin wharf, 6-7-1912 [June 7, 1912; skiff and boat towing logs]. W. H. Case
652. Pileing (sic) for Jualin Wharf, Berner's Bay [PACIFIC and log raft]. W. H. Case
653. Jualin. [looking down tramway/walkway]. W. H. Case (no.8)
654. Jualin [looking down tramway through forest]. W. H. Case (no. 7)
655. Building Jualin wharf, June 7, 1912 [pile driver and pilings from beach]. W. H. Case
656. Kake, Alaska [United States Public School building]. (no. 238)
657. Kake, Alaska [view across water]. (no. 241)
658. Kake, Alaska [view across water with reflections; similar to #411, 991]. (no. 237)
659. Native grave islands. Kake, Alaska [distant view across water]. (no. 245)
663. Ketchikan, Alaska [looking over dock to downtown buildings]. W. H. Case (no.'s 12 & 130)
664. Ketchikan, Alaska [distant view across water]. W. H. Case (no.'s 89 & 290)
665. Ketchikan, Alaska [ships at dock]. W. H. Case (no. 91)
666. P.C. Co. S.S. SPOKANE, Ketchikan, Alaska [at dock]. W. H. Case (no.'s 8 & 134)
668. Waterfront, Ketchikan, Alaska [similar to #668]. W. H. Case (no.'s 2 & 128)
669. Ketchikan, Alaska [looking across water; schoolhouse at left center above dock]. W. H. Case (no.'s 6 & 133)
670. Bear Totem, Kling-wan, Alaska [similar to #412]. W. H. Case (no.'s 77 & 380)
672. Petersburg, Alaska [overall view of houses and boardwalks]. L. Pryer (no. 140)
673. P.C. & N.P. Co. Cannery, Petersburg, Alaska [looking across water; passenger ship at dock; similar to #830]. W. H. Case (no. 98)
674. Native village, Petersburg, Alaska [small wooden houses on narrow beach below trees]. W. H. Case (no. 71)
675. Petersburg, Alaska [winter view across water; same as #831]. W. H. Case (no.'s 175 & 329)
676. Seldovia, Alaska [bird's eye view; winter]. (no. 32)
677. Seldovia, Alaska, Apr. 27th, 1906 [boat, Neptune? in cove offshore from houses]. Case (no. 41)
678. Sha-Kan Salmon Co. [fishing boat SKAKAN, with sails, beside a full scow]. W. H. Case (no.'s 34 & 385)
684. Indian town, Sitkoh Bay, Alaska [small houses on beach below forest]. W. H. Case (no.'s 84 & 336)
685. Sunrise, Alaska [log buildings on dirt street; men in front of Olympus Bar, right]. W. H. Case (no. 203)
686. Tuxekan Native villege [Village], Alaska [view across water]. W. H. Case (no.'s 82 & 366)
687. Grave of Skah-Owa, the fire-eating medicene [medicine] man, Tuxekan, Alaska [similar to #445]. W. H. Case (no. 74)
688. Totems, Old Tuxekan, Alaska [totems and grave house]. W. H. Case (no. 72)

**Box 2: #689-1014**

689. Old Tuxekan, Alaska [view from water; the ONWARD, center]. W. H. Case (no.'s 83 & 379)
690. The Kahlteen totem, Wrangell, Alaska [beside house]. W. H. Case (no. 75)
692. Chief Kah-Tling totem, Wrangell, Alaska [Kahlteen totem]. Case
693. Chief's grave, Wrangell, Alaska [whale totems on fence corners].  W. H. Case (no.'s 79 & 255)
694. Wrangell, Alaska [overall view from water]. W. H. Case (no. 139)
695. Freighting supplys to construction camps on A. C. Ry [horse teams pulling wagons on snow]. Case (no. 42)
696. ...south from above Tunnel No. 6 on A. C. Ry. [looking down snowy valley].  Case (no. 26)
697. Tunnel 3 on A. C. Ry.  Placer River Canyon [building at tunnel entrance, center; in winter]. Case & Draper (no. 96)
698A. Camp 49 on A.C. Ry [similar to #93].  Case (no. 31)
698B  Camp 49, A.C. Ry. Bartlett Glacier in distance [similar to #698A]. Case & Draper (c. 1 no. 89, c. 2 no.'s 90 & 179)
698C. Camp 49 - Bartlett Glacier in distance. A. C. Ry. [similar to #93]. Case & Draper (no. 83)
699. Freighting supplys [freighting] to construction camps on A.C. Ry. [similar to #695]. Case & Draper (no.'s 42 & 94)
700. Placer River Glacier. W. H. Case (no. 272)
701. Placer River Canyon. W. H. Case (no. 275)
704. Landing of the pilgrims, Shriner's Mecca, Admiralty Is. Alaska.  1916 6-10 [June 10, 1916; three boats carrying youths]. (no.'s 5 & 279)
705. Entrance to Knig Glacier, Stickene River [Stikine River], Alaska [river view]. W. H. Case (no. 358)
707. Taku Village, 1886 [small wood houses and canoes on beach south of Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 205)
708. Near head of Swanson Harbor, 1908 [small wooded island]. W. H. Case (no. 298)
709. Alert-Bay B.C. [looking across water to Indian village]. W. H. Case (no. 124)
710-1 Prince Rupert, B.C. [view of dock from water]. W. H. Case (no. 151)
710-2 Prince Rupert, B. C. [view of waterfront; on far left is Rupert Marine Ironworks; ship at wharf on right]. W. H. Case (no. 148)
713. Brailing, A. T. Co. Trap #4, 7-9-12 [fish being hoisted onto boat]. W. H. Case (no. 594)
715. A.P.A.. Trap crew An-An Creek, Alaska [similar to #714]. W. H. Case (no. 360)
716. Floating trap. W. H. Case (no. 399)
722. Preparing to brail salmon into scow [looking down to men and trap]. W. H. Case (no. 37)
723. [Brailing salmon into scow; same as #1006.] W. H. Case (no. 245)
724. ...T.P. Co. [five men raising net in fish trap]. W. H. Case (no. 247)
725. T.P. Co. salmon trap [looking down on 4 men in scow, pulling net]. W. H. Case (no. 44)
726. T.P. Co. salmon trap, Kitten Isl., Alaska [the ANNA BARRON alongside fish trap; same as #1001]. Case (no. 43)
727. Kitten Islands near Funter Bay, Alaska, Showing location of T.P. Co. salmon trap [view across water]. Case & Draper (no. 7)
728. Hawk Fish Co. trap, Hawk Inlet, Alaska [two men on fish-filled scow]. W. H. Case (no.'s 99 & 342)
731. [Log cabins at base of steep hill.] (no. 73)
732. [Sinking ship and barge at dock.] (no. 16)
733. [Three men in snowfield below rocky hill; distant view.]. (no. 55)
734. Barney Camp, Montana Creek [two men in front of small log cabin]. (no. 232)
735. Bear hunters [two men seated on ground in front of tent]. (no. 234)
736. [Elk's Hall street entrance]. (no. 123)
737. [Three men hiking away down snowy path.] (no. 85)
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738. Thomas Knuteson ranch. (no. 228)
739. [Row of white tents in field; kennel tent at left.] (no. 280)
740. [Snow-covered pavilion on Mayflower Island, with Douglas city in background; view from water]. W. H. Case (no. 102) retouched
741. [Man in small boat near wooded shore.] blurred
742. [Knik Roadhouse and lane.] W. H. Case (no. 85)
743. [Two Native women and two Native men in western clothing, standing in grass.]
744. [Elderly Native woman approaching on a narrow wood footbridge]. (no. 217)
745. Howard Case [small child in diaper standing in front of mirror]. (no. 378)
746. Howard Case [child seated on parlor chair, wearing large straw hat; studio view]. (no. 406)
747. Wm. H. Case and Madge [upper torso studio portrait; W. H. Case holding baby in white dress]. (no. 383)
748A. Alice Case [baby girl dressed in fur coat with pointed hood, seated on fur blanket; studio portrait].
748B. Alice Case [standing on fur blanket, similar to #748A].
749A & B. Easter Greetings. 1910 [head & shoulders portrait of girl (Madge Case) between two pots of flowers].
750. [Girl in white dress seated on stool; studio portrait.]
751. Alice Case [girl sucking on bottle; studio portrait]. (no. 380)
752. Alice Case [in black bonnet, holding broom & dust pan; studio portrait]. (no. 382) blurred
753. Alice Case [similar to #752]. (no. 381) slightly blurred
754. [Right profile of young girl in white dress, leaning on elbow; studio portrait.]
755. [Young girl on fur-covered seat; studio portrait.].
756. Madge Case [young girl with clasped hands; upper torso studio portrait].(no. 375)
757. [Two young girls holding dolls, seated together.]
758A. [Young woman with ruffles; upper torso studio portrait.]
758B. [Profile of same woman.]
759. [Woman in white dress with flounce; full length studio portrait.] (no. 742)
760. [Young woman in flowered hat; head & shoulders portrait.]
761A & B. [Young woman, seated, in dress with dark lapels and puffy sleeves; studio portrait.]
762. [William H. Case; upper torso portrait.]
763. [Couple with a baby; 3/4 length studio portrait]. damaged negative
764. [Woman holding baby; 3/4 length portrait.]
765. [Woman looking down at nursing baby; studio portrait.]
766. [Baby in long white gown; woman at left.]
767. [Madonna and child icon from the Russian Orthodox Church, Sitka; similar to #297]. (no. 95)
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768. [Carolyn ?, Superintendent of Nurses at Skagway; 3/4 length portrait, ca. 1900's.] Case & Draper
769. [Mrs. Dan Kennedy; head & shoulders portrait.] W. H. Case
770. [R.W. Jennings, Skagway, circa 1905; head & shoulders portrait]. Case & Draper
771. Str. CLARA NEVADA [port side view; two boats at left]. W. H. Case (no. 309)
773. Str. CITY OF SEATTLE [port side; docked]. Case & Draper (no. 412)
774. [Head-on view of the FLOSIE.] Case & Draper
775. Sitka Indian Dancers, Alaska [two men in beaded jackets with rifles; full length studio portrait.]
776. Potlatch dancers intering (sic) the house of Wiskinnah and Yocyon. Sitka, Alaska [same as #122]. Case & Draper (no. 22-N)
777. Street scene, Sitka, Alaska [same as #176]. Case & Draper (c. 1, no.'s 65-N & 453; c. 2 no. 452)
778. Potlatch Dancers, Sitka, Alaska; Copyright 1904 [similar to #123]. W. H. Case, Case & Draper (no. 51-N)
781. Stene-Tu and Kaw-Claa. Two Thlinget wemen (sic) in Chilkat-blankets. Copyright 1906 [full length studio portrait; same as #10, 128]. Case & Draper (no. 10-N)
782. The Sha-man alone with his totem. Copyright 1906 [same as #433]. Case & Draper (no.'s 97 & 103-N)
783. Chief Anothlosh, Chief of the Taku Tribe, Juneau [same as #166]. cropped corners
784. Chief Annihootz and Klonish, head men of the Bear Clan at Sitka potlatch. Copyright Dec. 23, 1904 [wearing Chilkat blankets and hats; full length; black background]. Case & Draper (no. 101) retouched
785. Killisnook Jake [same as #416]. W. H. Case (no. 146-N)
786. Yakutat natives in potlatch dancing costume's. Sitka, Alaska, Dec. 9th, 1904 [group portrait]. Case & Draper (no.'s 53 & 49-N)

786A. Group of Yakutat natives in potlatch dancing costume's. Sitka, Alaska, Dec. 9th, 1904 [same as #786]. Case & Draper


787A. Juneau. July 4th, 1907 [slightly wider view].

788. Yakutat potlatchers in dancing costume's. Sitka, Alaska, Dec. 9th, 1904 [similar to #786; verso identifies Mrs. Pete Louie, Mrs. Situk Ned, Sitka Charley, George Dick, T. G. Henry, Jack Reed, Cah-oot, unidentified, Billy Jack, Fanny Bremmer, Jenny Abraham, Mrs. Joseph (or Olaf?) Abraham, Mrs. George Young, Mrs. Jenny Kardeetoo, Kitty Milton, Mrs. Dakaqua, Anna Dakaqua, Ta-ca, Cou-you-a, Sitka Jack, Ned James, Charley White, Paul Henry, John Smith, unidentified child, Qexix, Jack Ellis, Joseph (or Olaf?) Abraham, Tom Smith, unidentified, Billy James, Teet Milton, unidentified child]. Case & Draper


791. Yakutat potlatch dancer's [(l to r) Mrs. Sitka Ned, James Shotridge and unidentified woman standing with rifles, at Sitka]. Case & Draper (no. 48-N)

792. Totems at Old Tuxekan, Alaska [same as #440]. W. H. Case (no. 164-N)

793. Totems at Old Tuxekan [same as #205]. W. H. Case (no. 162-N)

794. Totem at Kling-wan, Alaska [same as #453]. W. H. Case (no. 170-N)


796A. [Cropped version of #796.]

796B. Old Suck-Kwan native villege [Village], west coast Prince of Wales Is., Alaska [cropped version of #796]. W. H. Case (no.'s 76 & 367)

797. Shakan Salmon Co.'s gas boat SHAKAN, towing scow of salmon, Shakan, Alaska]. W. H. Case (no. 547)

798. Linderberger's mild cure and cold storage plant, Fish-Egg Is. Alaska [same as #358]. W. H. Case (no. 512)

799. 100 yards dash, 4th of July, 1908, Douglass, Alaska [(sic) crowd watching racers]. blurred

800. Saw mill crew, Douglas, Alaska. 1908 [posed in three rows; verso identifies Andy Tweetin #1 standing, Frank Bach mid. row 2nd from right]. W. H. Case (no. 100) stained
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801. Douglas, Alaska. 1908 [group of 15 men on boardwalk in front of the Miners' Saloon]. W. H. Case (no. 120-M) glare spot
803. Alaska Road Commission bridge across Porcupine Creek [men on horse-drawn wagon on bridge]. Draper & Co. (no. 17)
804. Scene above Wells, A.R.C. road [two men and horse-drawn wagon on dirt road northwest of Haines]. Draper & Co. (no. 28) blurred view
806. Juneau, Alaska, 1914 [looking west over downtown Juneau toward Douglas Is. from Mt. Roberts].
808A. Juneau, Alaska [cropped version]. W. H. Case (no. 181)
809. Juneau, Alaska, Sept. 23, 1905 [overall view from hillside looking toward the Courthouse; same as #1014]. Case & Draper (no. 164)
810. Juneau, Alaska [similar to #498]. Case & Draper (no. 47)
812. Juneau Public School, June 3rd, 1907 [pupils and teachers in foreground; at 5th and Seward]. Case & Draper (no. 150)
813. Juneau Florists [delivery vans and large greenhouse above Glacier Avenue]. W. H. Case
814. Juneau, Alaska. July 4, 1907 [looking down on Takou Tribe No. 1 (men's club?) parading on Front Street near Main]. Case & Draper
816. Juneau, Alaska, July 4th, 1907 [Treadwell Club band outside the U.S. Land Office. Members identified on Copy 3 (see verso) as follows: Frank H. Pearce, Dick Harris, Irvin Warren, Bill Casey, Coley Blaine]. Case & Draper (no. 987)
817. Y.M.C.A. Camera Club [two men and three women sitting on hill (foreground) overlooking Skagway]. Case & Draper (no. 476)
821. Taku Glacier, Alaska [face of glacier from water]. W. H. Case (no. 790)

823. Burro Creek Falls. Lynn Canal, Alaska [group of people on right bank]. Case & Draper

824. Icy Strait's [same as #157; Beardsley Islands, 1903]. Case & Draper (no. 786)

825. Granite Creek Basin, July 23, 1907. Case & Draper (no. 53)

826. Granite Creek Basin, July 23, 1907 [same as #585B]. Case & Draper (no. 52)

827. Ebner Mine, Silver Bow Basin, Alaska. (no. 207)

828. Chief Ka-Ann's totem pole, Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [same as #87]. Case & Draper (no. 478)

829. Home of Chief Ko-Teth Sha-Doc. Ketchikan, Alaska. Copyright 1905 [same as #60]. Case & Draper (no. 69-N)

830. P.C. & N.P. Co. Cannery, Petersburg, Alaska [similar to #673]. W. H. Case (no. 278)

831. Petersburg, Alaska [same as #675]. W. H. Case (no. 175)

832. Birdeye (sic) view of Sitka, Alaska...[looking across curving beach]. W. H. Case (no. 376) retouched

833. Greek Russian (sic) Church, Sitka, Alaska [exterior view of St. Michael's Cathedral].

834. Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [same as #282] Case & Draper (no. 326)

835. Exterior (sic) of Russian Church, Sitka, Alaska [altar framed by pillars; St Michael's Cathedral]. Case & Draper (no. 445)

836. Lovers' Lane, Sitka, Alaska [same as #313]. Case & Draper (no. 172)

837. [Skagway District Recorder's office; man and woman (Mrs. McClellan?) with horse-drawn cart ]. Case & Draper

838. U.S. Court House, Skagway, Alaska [group of men on steps]. Case & Draper (no. 469)

839. First church and school, Skagway, Alaska, 1898 [teachers and students at side of building]. Draper & Co. (no. 470)

840. Skagway [bird's eye view over harbor]. Case & Draper (no. 10)


842. [No photo, April 1, 1981.]

843. [Soapy Smith's gang ; Soapy is assumed to be 4th from right, but it may be a look-a-like]

843A. [Similar to #843.] Case & Draper

844. Frank Ried (sic) and attendents (sic). Bishop Rowe Hospital [man and woman sitting by bed; with black background]. Case & Draper
845. [Soapy Smith's body being examined by three men.] Case & Draper
846. Lake Bennet [(sic) same as #471]. Case & Draper (no. 18)
847. From Lake Linderman to Lake Bennett [same as #473]. Case & Draper (no. 4) torn in half
848. Homan River, Bennett, B.C. [cascade]. Case & Draper (no. 9)
849. White Pass Trail [men and mules packing hay bales]. Case & Draper (no. 22)
850. [Tram carrying supplies over snowy mountain pass]. Case & Draper (no. 19)
851. White Pass [overall view of men and animals on snowy trail]. Case & Draper (no. 7) torn
852. White Pass Canyon [pack train in snowy canyon]. (no. 24)
854. [No photo, April 2, 1981.]
855-856. Shooting White Horse Rapid's [same as #47]. Case & Draper (no. 523)
857-858. Miles Canon [Canyon] [same as #32]. Case & Draper (no. 404)
859A. Glacier lake, Stickene [Stikine] River. W. H. Case
860. 700 Mill and Treadwell wharf [looking up waterfront across water]. W. H. Case (no. 173T)
861. Treadwell Mine, looking from Glory-Hole showing Douglas and Juneau in distance. Case & Draper (no. 88)
863. Treadwell Mines [view across water]. Case & Draper (no. 97T)
864. Treadwell, July 11, 1908 [looking down on a crowd among buildings]. (no. 109)
865. Treadwell Mine. #2 head-frame main hoist and rope supporting towers. Case & Draper (no. 81)
866. Treadwell Mine [looking down in mine complex toward channel; same as #868]. Case & Draper (no. 79)
867. #2 shaft, Treadwell Mine [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 70)
868. Treadwell Mine [same as #866]. Case & Draper (no. 79)
869. Treadwell Mine [looking across mine complex toward channel]. Case & Draper (no. 2)
870. Treadwell Mine [similar to #869, more distant]. Case & Draper (no. 1)
871. Treadwell Mine [same as #869]. Case & Draper (no. 2)

872. 1500 ft. level, Ready Bullion, Treadwell Mine [10 miners standing in tunnel around rock pile]. W. H. Case (no. 117) [Read Gold!... No Gold by Juliane Nick Dexter for the date (1908) on which this image (page 30) was captured]

873. Treadwell, 1908 [four men in mine tunnel with jack].

874. [Seven men in mine tunnel breaking rocks.]

875. Chute Station, Bevcich Case [man in tunnel with ore car] (This is also in Winter & Pond ASL-P87-1412)

876. Treadwell, 1908 [five men standing in mine tunnel] W. H. Case (no. 134T)

877. Silver Bow placer mines. 7 in. hydrolic (sic) giant at work. G.W. Otterson, manager. Case. torn corners

878. Silver Bow placer mine showing 7 in. nozzle at work. G. W. Otterson, mgr...[overall view]. Case & Draper (no. 208)

879. Treadwell wharf [looking toward the channel]. Case & Draper (no. 39)

880. Treadwell Mine coal bunkers [long shed on wharf]. Case & Draper (no. 40)

881. Str. HERCULES, Bergen, Norway, with cargo of coal for Treadwell Mine, Apr. 26, 1907 [at dock]. Case & Draper (no. 44)

882. Coal unloading device, Treadwell wharf [bucket suspended above ship]. Case & Draper (no. 41)

883. Coal unloading device, Treadwell wharf. Case & Draper (no. 43)

884. Coal unloading device, Treadwell wharf [bucket dumping coal]. Case & Draper (no. 42)

885. Treadwell Mine. Open pits, looking west [rope ladder on right]. Case & Draper (no. 33)

886. Treadwell Mine, "Glory Hole" #5 pit. Case & Draper (no. 36)

887. Treadwell Mine "Glory Hole," looking east [mine building at upper left] Case & Draper (no. 34)

888. Treadwell Club. Case & Draper (no. 94)

889. Bears Nest Mine. Case & Draper (no. 91)

890. Treadwell Mine, Superentendents residence (sic). Case & Draper (no. 8)

891. Treadwell Mine #9 Pitt Glory Hole (sic). Case & Draper (no. 35)

892. Treadwell store [interior; spiral staircase at left]. Case & Draper (no. 54)

893. Treadwell Mine, supt. residence and machine shop [shop on right; Mayflower Island and channel at left, background]. Case & Draper (no. 7)

894. Refrigerator (sic), Treadwell butcher ship [hanging meat]. Case & Draper (no. 74)

895. Treadwell store [interior; 3 men at long counter]. Case & Draper (no. 57)
896. Treadwell Mine. Butcher shop [interior; woman seated at counter]. Case & Draper (no. 85)

897. Treadwell Mine showing monitors used for fire protection [shooting large water guns between houses]. Case & Draper (no. 82)

898. Treadwell Mines - boarding house - club -700 foot and Mexicon (sic) Mines [looking across beach; boarding house on right]. Case & Draper (no. 46)

899. Treadwell Mine. Boarding house - kitchen - west side [kitchen interior; same as #900]. Case & Draper (no. 49)

900. Treadwell Mine. Boarding house - kitchen - west side [same as #899]. Case & Draper (no. 49)

901. Treadwell boarding house, July 4th, 1908 [long tables set for a meal]. W. H. Case (no. 106-T)

902. Treadwell store [interior; spiral staircase at right]. Case & Draper (no. 56)

903. Treadwell boarding house (Alaska), main dining room, July 4th, 1908 [men seated at tables; same as #994]. W. H. Case (no. 105-T)

904. [No photograph.]

905. Treadwell boarding house - kitchen - east side [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 48)

906. Treadwell Mine. Boarding house - kitchen - west side [interior; plain tables set for a meal]. Case & Draper (no. 92)

907. Treadwell Mine. Economical vegetable peeling machine, Treadwell boarding house [mostly Asian men standing around machine]. Case & Draper (no. 93)

908. Treadwell mine. Boarding house heard [(sic) eight cows near buildings]. Case & Draper (no. 87)

909. #1 compressor, Treadwell Mine [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 71)

910. Treadwell Mine, #4 compressor [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 69)

911. Treadwell, 1908 [interior; two men on steps next to hoisting engine]. W. H. Case (no. 128)

912. Treadwell Mine, 24 x 60 hoisting engine. Case & Draper (no. 90)

913. Treadwell Mine. Machine shop and wharf [exterior, showing yard]. Case & Draper (no. 38)

914. Treadwell Mill - drill sharpeners [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 72)

915. Treadwell Mines. Drill sharpeners [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 73)

916. Treadwell Mine. Drill sharpening machines [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 84)

917. Treadwell foundry [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 31)

918. Treadwell foundry [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 32)

919. Treadwell Foundry bunch, 6/17/07 [men lined up in foundry]. Case & Draper (no. 96) blurred

920. Treadwell machine shop, looking north [interior; tracks through center]. Case & Draper (no. 50)
921. Treadwell machine shop - looking south [interior view; small car on tracks at center]. Case & Draper (no. 51)

922. Treadwell Mine - 300 stamp mill, vanner room [interior view - looking down tracks]. Case & Draper (no. 89)

923. 100 stamp mill. Alaska-United G. M. Co. [looking down row of stamps]. Case & Draper (no. 30?)

924. Treadwell mine, 300 stamp mill - vanner room [similar to #922]. Case & Draper (no. 83)

925. Treadwell mine 300 stamp mill, battery floor, "B" side [rows of stamps on left]. Case & Draper (no. 82)

926. Treadwell Mine and 300 stamp mill [looking toward hillside; tank at left]. Case & Draper (no. 3)

927. Treadwell Mine. 30000 bbl. tank and 300 stamp mill [similar to #926, more distant]. Case & Draper (no. 5)

928. Stamps in operation, Treadwell Mine, Alaska [row of stamps]. A. C. P. (no. 191?)

929. Treadwell Mine's, Douglas Island, Alaska [down center of vanner room]. Case & Draper (no. 75)

930. Treadwell Mine's, Douglas Island, Alaska [down aisle of vanner room]. Case & Draper (no. 78)

931. Treadwell Mine's, Douglas Island, Alaska [row of stamps]. Case & Draper (no. 63)

932. Treadwell Mine, 240 stamp mill, vanner room [looking down tracks]. Case & Draper (no. 62)

932a. Ready Bullion Mine. 120 stamp mill - vanner room. Case & Draper (no. 17)

933. Treadwell Mine. 240 stamp mill; batea and amalgam barrell [(sic) large wood machine]. Case & Draper (no. 59)

934. Treadwell Mine. 240 stamp mill, battery floor [row of stamps]. Case & Draper (no. 61)

935. Ready Bullion Mine. Mill engine and compressor [interior view of engine room]. Case & Draper (no. 15)

936. Ready Bullion Mine. 120 stamp mill, vanner room. Case & Draper (no. 14)

937. Ready Bullion. 120 stamp mill, vanner room. Case & Draper (no. 16)

937A. Ready Bullion Mine. 120 stamp mill - vanner room. Case & Draper (no. 17)

938. Ready Bullion. 120 stamp mill [row of stamps on right]. Case & Draper (no. 13)

939. Ready Bullion Mine (engine room) [row of three engines]. Case & Draper (no. 12)

940. Ready Bullion Mine. Engine room [close-up of a large wheel]. Case & Draper (no. 80)

941. Ready Bullion Mine. Engine room [2 large wheels]. Case & Draper (no. 11)

942. Ready Bullion Mine. 120 stamp mill [exterior view]. Case & Draper (no. 1)

943. Treadwell Mine. General office [interior view; 4 men inside]. Case & Draper (no. 53)
944. Treadwell Mine. 240 stamp mill. Amalgamators room [interior]. Case & Draper (no. 58)
945. Treadwell assay office (grinding room) [grinder on left]. Case & Draper (no. 65)
946. Treadwell Mine. Amalgamators room. Amalgam squeezer [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 60)
947. ...office melting room [probably Treadwell Mine; brick furnace in center]. (no. 66)
948. Treadwell assay office. Furnace room [brick furnace]. Case & Draper (no. 67)
949. Treadwell assay office. (Pulp room) [long counter with drawers]. Case & Draper (no. 68)
950. Mexican Mine. Mill engine [interior view]. Case & Draper (no. 22)
951. Mexican Mine. Old hoisting engine. Case & Draper (no. 23)
953. Mexican head frame and 120 stamp mill [exterior view from the beach]. Case & Draper (no. 19)
956. View from Mexican head frame, showing part of Treadwell with Douglas City and Juneau in the distance. Case & Draper (no. 6)
957. Mexican Mine. 120 stamp mill - vanner room. Case & Draper (no. 20)
958 Mexican Mine. 120 stamp mill. Battery floor [row of stamps, left]. Case & Draper (no. 21)
959. Surface view. 700 foot mine and 100 stamp mill [looking north along beach]. Case & Draper (no. 4)
960. Mexican 30000 bbl. tank, and 700 foot mine and mill [similar to #959, closer view]. Case & Draper (no. 18)
961. 700 foot mine and mill [overall view from beach]. Case & Draper (no. 26)
962. 700 foot mine. Hoisting engine. Case & Draper (no. 27)
963. Heins boilers. 700 Foot Mine. Case & Draper (no. 28)
964. 700 foot mine. Mill engine. Case & Draper (no. 29)
965. Treadwell express. 1908 [six men around small railcar]. W. H. Case (no. 111T)
966. Treadwell. 1908 [group of mine workers outside unfinished building. Isaac Devant Carpenter, 4th from left.] W. H. Case (no. 153T)
967. Treadwell, Alaska. 1908 [group of 7 mine workers]. W. H. Case (no.'s 162 & 162-T)
968. Treadwell Miners. 1908 [large group of men outside a building]. W. H. Case (no. 121T)
969. Office-push [Treadwell; four men in suits (l-to-r): Mr. Shorthill, Chester MacKinnon, James Christoe (cashier & chief accountant) & Dave Kinzie]. Case & Draper (no. 95)

970. [Looking down on a large group of Treadwell miners outside a building]. W. H. Case (no. 85)

971. Alaska, 1908 [group of miners next to a building; man on ladder at back holds a saw]. W. H. Case (no. 69)


973. [copy of #974 on board, slightly cropped on left, right, and top.]

974. Treadwell Employees and officers, 10th U.S. Inft. [same as #972, without numbers on employees]. Case & Draper (no. 76)

975. Treadwell, Alaska, 1907 [group of men around pool table; five players in back wear uniforms with mine emblems]. W. H. Case (no. 98)

976. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [group of miners beside a wood building]. W. H. Case (no. 43)

977. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [group of miners standing in front of a building]. W. H. Case (no. 121-M)

978. Treadwell miners, 1908 [group of men on grassy slope below buildings]. W. H. Case (no. 113T)

979. Treadwell, 1908 [group of 11 men on wharf]. W. H. Case (no. 44)

980. Treadwell-miners waiting dinner [group of men on boardwalk over pilings]. W. H. Case (no. 122T)

981A. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [miners beside a building; young girl on right]. W. H. Case (no. 86)


982. Juneau, July 4th, 1907 [looking down on Front Street toward Main; group of men (with decorated lapels) on parade at left]. Case & Draper. Located in Box 4


985. Fourth of July, 1908. Treadwell, Alaska [crowd gathered on either side of lane in front of superintendent's house (right)]. W. H. Case (no. 23)

986. Treadwell, Alaska, July 4th, 1908 [crowd watching fire hose team race]. W. H. Case (no. 103T)


989A. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [group of miners posed between tracks and building]. W. H. Case (no. 163-T)
990. Treadwell, Alaska, July 4, 1908 [groups of people on slope outside Assay Office]. W. H. Case (no. 104T)

991. Kake, Alaska, Sept. 13, 1914 [similar to #411, 658; cropped view]. W. H. Case (no. 751)

992. Str. DAWSON in Five Finger Rapids [same as #461, 467]. (no. 117)

993. Treadwell boarding house, main dining room [tables set for a meal]. Case & Draper (no. 47)

994. Treadwell boarding house (Alaska). Main dining room [same as #903]. W. H. Case (no. 105-T)

995. Douglas City [early view looking toward Juneau]. Case & Draper (no.'s 46, 167)


997. Dolly Grey on his wedding [wedding] tour, Juneau, Alaska, June 5, 1908 [horse-drawn cart and group of men and boys at Main and Front Sts.]. W. H. Case. Located in Box 4

998. Sims & Nelson Trap #4. 6-29 1912 [trap extending into water from right]. W. H. Case (no. 576)

999. Hawk Fish Co. Trap. Hawk Inlet, Alaska [two men on fish-filled scow]. W. H. Case (no.'s 99 & 342)

1000. Thlinket [Tlingit] Packing Co. salmon trap, Funter Bay, Alaska. Brailing salmon...Copyright 1907 Case & Draper (no. 3)

1000A. Thlinket [Tlingit] Packing Co. salmon trap, Funter Bay, Alaska. Brailing salmon...Copyright 1907 [cropped version of #1000]. Case & Draper

1001. T.P. Co. Salmon Trap, Kitten Isl., Alaska [same as #726]. Case & Draper


1003. Fish Bin, P.C. & N.P. Co. cannery, showing iron chink at work, Petersburg, Alaska, 1908 [fish-covered floor around machinery]. W. H. Case

1003A. Fish Bin, P.C. & N.P. Co. cannery, showing iron chink at work, Petersburg, Alaska, 1908 [wider version]. W. H. Case (no. 305)


1006. [Brailing salmon from fish trap; same as #723]. W. H. Case (no. 245)


1009. Treadwell, 1908 [construction crew on huge log foundation]. W. H. Case (no. 60) (Acc. No. 1980-5, -6) Located in Box 4

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA039.pdf
1010. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [Nels Anderson and family on steps of home in Mexican Mine residential area].
    W. H. Case (no. 63) (Acc. No. 1980-5, -6) Located in Box 4


1012. The crew of the S/S HERCULES, (Norwegian) of Bergen. At Treadwell, Alaska, Apr. 21, 1907 [crew
    posing on deck]. Case & Draper (no. 45)

1013. Treadwell, Alaska, 1908 [group of miners outside a building; tracks in foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 42)

1014. Juneau, Alaska, Sept. 23, 1905 [same as #809]. Case. lower right corner torn...

**Box 3: #1015-1225**


1016. [Natives at Auk Village, Juneau, Alaska, 1886 (caption on copy 2); on beach in front of houses.]
    W. H. Case (no. 225) [Purchased and labeled by Case, this early photo is Taku on South Franklin not Auk
    on Willoughby; per Jim Geraghty, Jan. 2014]

1016A. Natives at Auk Village [Village], Juneau, Alaska, 1886 [cropped version]. W. H. Case [Purchased and
    labeled by Case, this early photo is Taku on South Franklin not Auk on Willoughby; per Jim Geraghty,
    Jan. 2014]

1017. Vegetable garden, Juneau, Alaska [bird's eye view looking toward Gastineau Channel; cemetery at left].
    Case & Draper (no. 235)

1018. Government Court House, Juneau, Alaska. Case & Draper (no. 228)

1019. Executive Mansion. Juneau, Alaska [on Main St., above 5th]. Case & Draper (no. 230)


1021. Douglas, Alaska, 1908 [mortuary building (left) and St. Ann's Hospital on St. Ann's St.; woman and three
    children, center]. W. H. Case (no. 136)

1022. Douglas, Alaska, 1908 [Front St. stores]. W. H. Case (no. 78)

1023. Douglas, Alaska, 1908 [looking down 3rd St. from E St.]. W. H. Case (no. 76) ripped

1024. Five Finger Rapids [person in canoe, center]. Case & Draper (no. 699)

1025. Haines and Ft. Wm. H. Seward from Mt. Rippinsky (sic). Pyramid Harbor and Davidson Glacier in the
    distance [overall view]. Case & Draper (no. 157)

1025A. Haines and Ft. Wm. H. Seward from Mt. Rippinsky (sic)...[cropped version]. Case & Draper
    (no. 440)

1026. New Englad (sic) Fish Co., Ketchikan, Alaska. 1908 [Steamer DOLPHIN docked at wharf under
    construction]. W. H. Case (no. 340)

    (no. 243)
1028. Upper Fall, Granite Creek, Alaska, July 23, 1907. Mt. Olds in distance [near Juneau]. Case & Draper (no. 155)

1029. Perseverance quartz mills, Silver Bow Basin, Juneau, Alaska [overall view]. Draper & Co. (no. 449)

1030. Co. F. 100th (sic) Inf. from Ft. Wm. H. Seward, stationed at Treadwell during the strike. Apr. 18, 1907 [two rows of soldiers at attention in front of Treadwell Club]. Case & Draper (no. 480)

1031. [Douglas from the water, ca. 1915.] W. H. Case (no. 105) retouched

1031A. [Same as #1031 but wider view.] W. H. Case (no. 105) retouched

1032. [Juneau; South Franklin St. after snow storm, 1918.] W. H. Case (no. 49)

1033. A portion of the wreck [interior of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Skagway; see #465-466]. Case & Draper (no. 425)


1035. Hunters camp, Big Johns Bay Alaska, 1909 [two men standing in front of log cabin with deer]. Located in PCA Oversize

1036. [White Pass & Yukon Railway playing cards illustrated with Case & Draper photographs.]

1037. Pic-nic, Sheep Creek Basin [man and children on grassy bank of stream]. Mrs. Case

1038. [Photograph of matted oval photograph of child in long white gown.]


1040. Emigrants at Lime Stone Inlet, Alaska, Aug. 21, 1910 [two women, three children and dog sitting on rocks]. W. H. Case

1041. [Girl holding gladiolas; full length.]

1042. [Young girl with large bow spreading apart flowering bush.]

1043. [Two girls sitting on boulder.]

1044. [Two girls lying in snow.]

1045-1048. [Views of dark-haired woman in fringed outfit.]

1049. [Three men seated in gazebo.]

1050-1053. [Group of three to four women in gazebo.]

1054. [Four women and two men in gazebo.]

1055. [Group picnicking on beach.] (no. 327)

1056. [Three women and two men on steps of building.]

1058. Feb. 3, 1918 [man next to barbershop pole in deep snow; Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 9)


1060. Z. R. Cheney and his game. Aug. 26, 1907, Juneau, Alaska [man and dead bear on stump]. Case & Draper (no. 30) corners damaged

1061. First morning in camp at Warm Pass, Sept. 15, 1901 [five men, including two African Americans, posed with game; note on verso reads, "Meat crew. A. C. Ral." (Railway?)]. Case & Draper (no. 44)

1062. [PETerson carrying "draft boys;" similar to #607.] W. H. Case (no. 172)


1064. P. C. Co. Str. QUEEN [closer view]. W. H. Case (no. 332)

1065. S.S. OREGOR, Valdez, Alaska. W. H. Case (no. 314)


1067. [FLOSIE; port side view.] Case & Draper (no. 51)

1068A. [MARION, starboard view; Juneau ferry.]

1068B. MARION, first steam ferry fo (sic) Juneau, Douglas and Treadwell, 1886 [wider view]. W. H. Case (no. 228)


1071. Str. EXCELSIOR entering Seldovia Bay, Alaska, Apr. 27th, 1906 [distant view]. Case & Draper (no. 128)

1072. Anex Creek (sic), July 26, 1915 [wharf and buildings at Annex Creek]. (no. 326)

1073. Fortune Bay. Along proposed Lynn Canal coast line, July 24, 1900 [bark CANADA aground near beach; boatful of people alongside]. Case & Draper (no. 433)

1074. Millsight, Freshwater Bay, Alaska [building and structures on shore]. W. H. Case (no. 360)


1076. Native canoe racers [three large canoes and several open boats in water]. Case & Draper. Blurred
1077. Ready for the big canoe race. July 4th, 1907 [similar to #438; two canoes]. Case & Draper (no. 138N)

1078. Fort Wrangle [Wrangell], Alaska. T.Y. [Territory?]. Indian Chief Shakes lying in state. Died May 6th, 1878. (no. 20)

1079A. [Native woman in beaded tunic and cap, seated before ornate chests.] (no. 50)

1079B. A Hoona belle [same view as #1079A]. Case & Draper (no. 504)

1080. Mrs. Stene-Tu and son (Ravens) in potlatch dancing custome (sic). Copyright 1906 [studio view; boy holds large totemic crescent]. Case & Draper (c. 2, no. 2449)

1081. Type of Eskimo girl. Copyright 1907 [Native woman in fur parka and boots, seated with snowshoes and harpoon; studio view]. Case & Draper


1083. Hoonah Native basket weaver [woman draped in button blanket, sitting on floor]. Case & Draper (no. 46-N)

1084. Thlinget natives in camp [three men, two children sitting under fish rack]. Case & Draper (no.'s 85-N and 511)

1085. Thlinget camp at eulachon fishing ground, Chilkat River, Alaska [overall view of beach camp]. Case & Draper (no. 430)

1086. Kake, Alaska [view across cove and several small boats]. (no. 239)

1087. Chief Shakes home, Wrangell, Alaska [totem pole at left, house hidden behind tree]. W. H. Case (no.'s 78 & 269)


1089. Juneau, Alaska. Feb. 3, 1918 [South Franklin St. businesses behind large snowdrifts]. (no. 7)

1090. [Man and woman in early automobile on S. Franklin St., Juneau.]

1091. [Five men in early convertible automobile decorated with flags; S. Franklin St., Juneau.]


1093. Peterson's ranch [four early motor vehicles at Pederson Dairy on the Mendenhall wetlands, Juneau]. W. H. Case (no.'s 9 & 369)


1095. First store in Juneau, Alaska [Martin's general store]. W. H. Case. blurred copy print

1096. [Standard Oil station, Juneau, south of rock dump; destroyed by slide, Jan. 1930 (note by R.N. DeArmond); view across water.]

1097. [Distant view of the Juneau Standard Oil complex across the water.] (no. 310)
1099. Gov. Road camp [overall view; two horse teams at left]. W. H. Case (no.’s 3 & 372)
1100. Mendenhall Glacier [five people in open automobile before glacier]. (no. 306)
1101. Mendenhall River. W. H. Case (no.’s 14 & 365)
1102. Gov. Bridge, Mendenhall River [glacier in the background]. W. H. Case (no’s 17 & 363)
1103. Gov. Road. Mendenhall River [open car on bridge at center]. W. H. Case (no.’s 18 & 377)
1104. Mendenhall Glacier [overall view]. (no. 305)
1105. Mendenhall Glacier [Power House behind outcrop with boulder on right; stream at edge of ice; per Jim Geraghty, Jan. 2014]. (no. 304)
1106. Mendenhall Glacier [rushing water under ice]. (no. 302)
1107. Mendenhall Glacier [face]. W. H. Case (no. 324)
1108. Mendenhall Glacier [face]. (no. 301)
1109-1113. [Various views of Mendenhall Glacier face.]
1114. Mendehall (sic) Glacier, Alaska [overall view, ca. 1886; two people in foreground]. W. H. Case (no. 370)
1115. New town, Ketchikan, Alaska [bird's eye view over waterfront; similar to #372]. W. H. Case (no.’s 316 & 90)
1119. Reflection. Lake Bennett. Reflection on Lake Bennett, April 1st, 1900 [?]. W. H. Case, Case & Draper (no. 366)
1120. St. Zavior's Episcopal Church, Skagway, Alaska , Oct. 29, 1906 (?) [children in robes on steps]. Case & Draper
1121. The lonely graves of five victims of a snow-slide. Sunrise, Alaska. W. H. Case (no. 80)
1122. T.H.P. Co. [?; view across water to buildings on shore]. (no. 318) [Tee Harbor Packing Co. per Jim Geraghty 1/8/14]
1123. T.H.P. Co. [distant view of buildings on shore]. (no. 316) [Tee Harbor Packing Co. per Jim Geraghty 1/8/14]
1124. T.H.P. Co. [wharf buildings]. (no. 317) [Tee Harbor Packing Co. per Jim Geraghty 1/8/14]


1128. Front St. Tenakee, Alaska [Tillikum Club and businesses at left, opposite houses]. W. H. Case (no. 357)

1129. Tenakee, Alaska [Front St.; row of buildings at left]. W. H. Case (no. 359)

1130. Tenakee, Alaska [distant view across water]. W. H. Case (no. 354)

1131. Tenakee, Alaska [more distant view]. W. H. Case (no. 353)

1132. Tenakee, Alaska [looking across water to downtown dock]. W. H. Case (no. 355?)

1133. Tenakee, Alaska [distant view across water]. W. H. Case (no. 334)

1134. Stamp mill, Treadwell mines, Douglas Island [view from water; white smoke pouring from stacks]. (no. 45)

1135. Douglas & Treadwell, Alaska [distant view across water]. W. H. Case (no. 150)


1137. Treadwell shaft, Treadwell, Alaska [similar to #865]. Draper & Co. (no. 452) [#2 Headframe and winch building; per Jim Geraghty, Jan. 2014]

1138. [Treadwell in snow, from the water.]

1139. Treadwell Mine, 1886 [Before 1886, valley where 240 Stamp Mill was later; per Jim Geraghty, Jan. 2014] [long covered shed and building in foreground of cleared hillside]. W. H. Case (no. 233)

1140. 1500 ft. leavel (sic), Ready Bullion. Treadwell Mine [eight miners lined up in tunnel. Man furthest to the left is Nels Johnson, Superintendent of Ready Bullion per Jim Geraghty comments, 4/30/2007]. W. H. Case (no. 115T)


1142. Treadwell store [three men at counter; bunch of bananas hanging at left]. Case & Draper (no. 55)

1143. [Vanner room.]

1144. ...ka Perseverance Mine and the Juneau, Alaska mine in the distance. Aug. 1st, 1905 [overall view]. Case & Draper


1149. [Juneau Indian village, ca. 1887; Douglas Island in background.] (no. 81)

1150. [Juneau from the harbor in snow, looking north.] W. H. Case (no. 101)

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA039.pdf
1152. [Juneau waterfront from the harbor, distant view.] W. H. Case
1154-1156. [Alaska Juneau mill from the water, various angles.] (no's. 320-322)
1157. A. J. M. Co.(?) [mill]. (no. 308)
1158. White Pass [pack train in snowy canyon; printed backwards].
1159. Old White Pass City [tents and log buildings; White Pass Hotel in background]. Case & Draper
1160. [Portrait of man in fur hat and coat; head and shoulders.]
1161. [Portrait of man in suit; head and shoulders.]
1162. Point Retreat, Alaska [barge at left]. Case & Draper? (no. 29)
1165. Salmon trap [looking down on fish]. W. H. Case (no. 368)
1166. Brailing salmon at Funter Bay cannery, Alaska [men around fish trap]. Draper & Co. (no.'s 3, 446)
1167. [Two men with deer on beach; Jim John at right.] (no. 381)
1168. Kake, Alaska [distant view across water]. (no. 240) blurred
1169. Yukon Natives in birch bark canoe [looking down on two people in canoe]. W. H. Case (no. 6_)
1171. Auk village [Village] [two men standing by large buildings on berm; beach in foreground. Present site of U.S.F.S. Auke Recreation Area, Juneau].
1172. Auk village [Village] [wider view, ca. 1880's]. (no. 209)
1173. Auk village [Village] [cropped version].
1174. Auk village [Village], 1887 [near downtown Juneau; long canoe in front of houses]. (no. 239)
1175. Auk village, 1886 [at high tide]. W. H. Case (no. 207)
*Image cropped from PCA 39-1175a*
1175A. Auk Village, 1886. W.H. Case (no. 207) *glass plate*  
See also: 01-1160 for safety neg.
1176. Auk village, 1886 [cropped version]. W. H. Case (no. 207)
1178. Auk village [Village]. 1887 [Natives in front of Chief Kowee's house]. W. H. Case (no. 244) blurred
1179. Auk village [Village]. 1887 [cropped version].
1179A. [Auk village, 1887; wider version.] (no. 81-C)
1180. Taku village, 1886 [houses at foot of hill south of downtown Juneau]. W. H. Case (no. 205)
1181. Alaskan Native basket weaver. Copyrighted 1903 [seated woman, similar to #419 but with black background]. Case & Draper (no. 504)
1182. [Wife of Chief Ocane, cropped from #404; half length portrait.]
1183. White Horse rapids [five people on right bank watching raft in whitewater]. Case & Draper (no. 151)
1184. Chilkoot Pass route [looking up rocky canyon]. Case & Draper (no. 517)
1187. Last of PRINCESS SOPHIA, where 343 lives were lost [tops of masts only visible]. W. H. Case (no. 2)
1189. Tee Harbor Packing Co. [small boat named ALEXANDER... near barge]. W. H. Case (no. 355) blurred
1190. [Side view of steamer at Juneau; caption illegible, perhaps printed backwards.]
1191. Cape Resurrection [(sic) large snowy mountain viewed across water]. W. H. Case (no. 315)
1192. Entrance, Resurrection Bay, Alaska [looking across water to two snowy points]. W. H. Case (no. 313)
1193. Cape Resurrection, Alaska [view across water to steep mountains]. W. H. Case (no. 312) damaged negative
1194. [Distant view of train on trestle over canyon; negative image.] damaged negative
1195. On Denver Glacier, July 30th, 1904 [large party on the ice]. Case & Draper (no. 894)
1196. Davidson Glacier [steamship at glacier]. W. H. Case (no. 246)
1198. Seward, Alaska [bird's eye view, ca. 1908]. Case & Draper (no. 81)
1200. Baronoff (sic) Castle, Sitka, Alaska [looking up from below]. Draper & Co. (no. 484)
1201. Sitka, Alaska [view over rooftops and harbor toward Mt. Edgecumbe]. W. H. Case (no. 293)
1202. [Warehouse in snow.]
1204. Wrangell, Alaska [bird's eye view]. W. H. Case (no. 183)
1205. Wrangell, Alaska [distant view across water]. (no. 93)
1206. Street scene, Wrangle, Alaska. 1886 [rows of houses and canoes]. W. H. Case (no. 249)

Views #1207-1219 were donated by Evelyn Shattuck of Juneau 10/69

1207. Juneau on Gastineaux Channel. Alaska. and Treadwell in the Distance, copyright 1907 by Case and Draper. (no. 162)
1208. U.S. Courthouse Juneau, Alaska. Case & Draper (no. 228)
1209. Juneau, Alaska. Copyright 1905 by Case & Draper (no. 160)
1212. King Salmon Result of an Hour’s Troll at Skagway, Alaska. Case & Draper (25)
1213. Chilkoot Packing Co. King Salmon. Case and Draper (no. 24)
1214. Thlinket Packing Co’s Trap no. 7. One of Two Scow-Loads of 18,000 Each Caught in this Trap, Aug 2nd 1907. Case & Draper. Copyright 1908-by Case & Draper (no. 6)
1215. Jualpa Placer Mineing (sic) Co. Last Chance Basin, Alaska (no. 903?)
1218. Seward Alaska. (no. 78?)
1219. Skagway Alaska. (no. 196)
1220. Skagway Alaska, Sept. 8th 1905. [front of B.M. Behrends Mercantile Co., Inc.] [from backlog]
1221. Shooting White Horse Rapids, 1906. [from backlog] (no. 152)
1222. Miles Canyon. [4 men on raft] [from backlog] (no. 153)
1223. Ice Berg Taku Inlet, Alaska W.H. Case (no. 262)
1224. Taku Inlet W.H. Case (no. 27)
1225. Flowers and Ice Stickene River, Alaska W.H. Case (no. 327)
1226-1271: No scans or print copies have been made (3/2012)

1226. Snow slide Thane Road 1918, W.H. Case (no.2)
1227. Snow slide Thane Road 1918, W.H. Case (no.3)
1228. Snow slide Thane Road 1918, W.H. Case (no.4)
1229. Feb 3 1918, W.H. Case (no.16) [View over snow pile of buildings on street and hillside]
1230. Natives waiting to enter canoe race; July 4th 1907 Juneau, Alaska; Case 23
1231. Start of Native canoe race Juneau, Alaska, July 4th 1907; Case 24
1232. Feb 3 1918; W.H. Case (no.30) [View over snow pile of downtown buildings]
1233. [Houses, buildings at base of mountain]; W.H. Case (no.40)
1234. [Peek of house through snow covered shrubbery] W.H. Case (no.42)
1235. [View over looking town] W.H. Case (no.46)
1236. [Building, houses] W.H. Case (no.47)
1237. [House] W.H. Case (no.51)
1238. [Church] W.H. Case (no.52)
1239. Upper water location, Granite Creek, July 23, 1907[Date from old sleeve] Case & Draper (No. 54)
1240. [Street, houses] W.H. Case (no.56)
1241. [Shop] – Henry Berry [sign]; Cigars and Tobacco [sign]; Curios [sign]; Lovera [sign]. W.H. Case (no.58)
1242. [Man standing with shovel] W.H. Case (no.60)
1243. [Buildings with signs] Coliseum; Wolf Wom[an]; Lovera. W.H. Case (no.61)
1245. [Three buildings] W.H. Case (no.67)
1246. [Buildings on a street]; [Sign on building] Sanitary Plumbing. W.H. Case (no.70)
1247. [St. Ann’s Hospital, Juneau] W.H. Case (no.73)
1248. [Building on] Harris St. W.H. Case (no.76)
1249. [View of town from above] W.H. Case (no.77)
1250. [Houses on hillside] W.H. Case (no.78)
1251. [Houses on street] W.H. Case (no.83)
1252. [House] W.H. Case (no.84)
1253. [House] W.H. Case (no.86)
1258. Native Canoe Racers. Case & Draper (no. 114)
1260. [Buildings on street]; [Signs] Arctic, Joe Plant Jeweler, Juneau Hardware Co. W.H. Case (no.119)
1261. Granite Creek. no.145
1263. [Parade, band playing instruments; Signs: Seward Building-Jewelry, Butler Mauro Drug Co.-Drugs.] W.H. Case (no.185)
1264. [Two men driving car in parade] W.H. Case (no.190)
1266. Totem Kake Alaska. W.H. Case (no.235)
1267. Sheep Creek Road. (no.252)
1268. [Man in dinghy that is being towed] (no. 285)
1270. Alaska Fish Co.; Glory of the Seas as the floating cannery of the Alaska Fish Co. W.H. Case (no.349)
1271. Hawk Fish Co. trap; Fish Hawk old pict. of her. W.H. Case (no.356)
INVENTORY OF GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (13” x 16”)
Housed in 7th floor safe

Similar to #17 Dah-Clet-Jah. A Yakutat Native. Copyright 1906 (Badly damaged emulation, broken plate)

Similar to #29 Rotary plow at work WP & YR. Neg by C. L. Andrews Photo by Draper & Co. 1003 (missing corner, good condition)

Similar to #39 Mrs. Stene-Tu, a Thlinget belle. Copyright 1906 (Damaged emulation)

Steel Arch WP&Y Route (Missing corner, good condition – no matching print)

Similar to PCA165. ‘87 Alaska Poineers Association ’87

INVENTORY OF ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
Negatives stored in freezer in Vault

Box 1 of 6 - Negative numbers correspond to those in finding aid.

Box 2 of 6 - Negative numbers correspond to those in finding aid.

Box 3 of 6 - Negative numbers correspond to those in finding aid.
702-704,706,708,709,712-718,720-726,728-731,733,737,742,744,796 (see box 5), 1031,1032,1073,1103,1163,1177

Box 4 of 6 - Negative numbers correspond to those in finding aid.
1226-1271

Box 5 of 6
Eastman Negative Album 3 ¼ x 5 1/2 – Album I Winter Views 1-100
Eastman Negative Album 3 ¼ x 5 1/2 – Winter Views 100–136, Patriotic Parade 137-200
Eastman Negative Album 2 ½ x 4 ¼ - Album II uncatalogued - Family pictures
6 negatives with no # on negative sleeve
Renahan & plane 1/13/1931
Renahan & plane 1/13/1931
Tlingit Baskets
Juneau, Union Wharf Fire
Fisher Studio, Picture framing [Man with camera on tripod outside of Fisher Studio]
[Man and woman sitting on edge of concrete form, totem behind]

Negative PCA 39 – 71a in sleeve (7 ¾ x 9 ¾)
Negative PCA 39 – 796 in sleeve (5 x 7 ¾)
Box 6 of 6*
Eastman Negative Album 5 x 7 – B, Thwaites
Black Album 5 x 7 – Post Card Negatives. 201 to 300 Inclusive. W.H. Case
Eastman Negative Album 5 x 7 – Post Card Negatives. 301 – 400. W.H. Case
Black Album 5 x 7 - Badger Negative Album
Empty sleeves w/information on them

*The information written on the sleeves in the albums and descriptions of each negative at the end of the albums rarely correspond to the negative in the sleeve *

INVENTORY OF GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES
Stored in Metal Cabinet in Vault

3 boxes of 5½ x 7 glass plate negatives

1st box: #471 - 494
2nd box: #495 – 512a
3rd box: #707, 745-766, 1008, 1175a